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Abstract

We study the theory of higher Grothendieck-Witt groups, alias algebraic
hermitian K-theory, of symmetric bilinear forms in exact categories, and
prove additivity, cofinality, dévissage and localization theorems – preparing
the ground for the theory of higher Grothendieck-Witt groups of schemes as
developed in [Sch08a] and [Sch08b]. No assumption on the characteristic is
being made.
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1. Introduction

In his foundational paper [Qui73], Quillen introduced the higher algebraic K-theory
of an exact category and proved theorems which go under the names of “localization
in abelian categories” [Qui73, §5 Theorem 5], “dévissage” [Qui73, §5 Theorem 4],
and “additivity” [Qui73, §3 Theorem 2 and Corollary 1]. These theorems provide
the technical background for many results regarding the higher algebraic K-theory
of rings and schemes. In this article, we generalize these and some other abstract
fundamental theorems from algebraic K-theory to (algebraic) hermitian K-theory.
The main point here is that nowhere in the present paper we will have to assume “2
to be invertible” (an unfortunate but common assumption in hermitian K-theory).
All our results hold for arbitrary Z-linear exact categories with duality.

We consider groups GWi .E/, i � 0, associated with an exact category
with duality E , generalizing the usual Grothendieck-Witt group GW0.E/ of non-
degenerate symmetric bilinear forms in E as defined in [Qui71, §5.1], [Kne77, §4],
[QSS79, pp. 280, 281]. As an example, let R be a (commutative) ring and E the
category of finitely generated projective R-modules equipped with an appropriate
duality. Then the group GW0.E/ is the Grothendieck group of (that is, the universal
group associated with) the abelian monoid of regular symmetric bilinear spaces over
R, see [Sch85, §1.6] where it is denoted bW .R/. For the category E D Vect.X/
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2 M. SCHLICHTING

of vector bundles on a scheme X equipped with the usual duality E 7! E_,
E 2 Vect.X/, the group GW0.E/ is Knebusch’s Grothendieck-Witt group L.X/
of X [Kne77, §4].

The higher Grothendieck-Witt groups GWi .E/, i � 0, are defined as the
homotopy groups �iGW.E/ of a space GW.E/ which is the homotopy fibre of a
map on classifying spaces of a functor

QhE !QE

of categories associated with the exact category with duality E (definition 4.12).
HereQE is Quillen’s Q-construction, andQhE its hermitian analog (definition 4.1)
introduced by Giffen and Karoubi. The definition of the space GW.E/ generalizes
Karoubi’s hermitian K-theory of a ring with involution (see remark 4.13) and
already appeared in [Hor02, Definitions 3.2 and 3.6] for precisely that reason. The
higher Grothendieck-Witt (or hermitian K-) groups also generalize higher algebraic
K-theory in the sense that one can associate to any exact category E an exact
category with duality HE such that there is an isomorphism GWi .HE/ Š Ki .E/,
i 2N (proposition 4.7).

In this article we prove “dévissage” (theorem 6.1) and “additivity” (theorems
7.1 and 7.2) for the hermitianK-theory of exact categories with duality, generalizing
Quillen’s results mentioned above. The hermitian version of Quillen’s localization
theorem for noetherian abelian categories (the categories of interest in algebraic
geometry and number theory) follows from dévissage since noetherian abelian
categories with duality are artinian (see example 6.2). A version of Quillen’s
resolution theorem also holds in the hermitian setting but is more conveniently
proved in [Sch08a].

We also prove cofinality (theorem 5.1 and corollary 5.2), generalizing [Gra79,
theorem 1.1], and a localization theorem for an “s-filtering inclusion of exact
categories” (theorem 8.2), generalizing [Sch04a, theorem 2.1], see also remark
8.4. We obtain an explicit non-connective delooping of the hermitian K-theory
of an exact category with duality (see theorem 9.11 and remark 9.12), generalizing
[Sch04a, theorem 3.4] and [Wag72], [Kar80b, 1.11]. If one wishes, one can use the
non-connective delooping to extend Karoubi’s fundamental theorem of [Kar80a]
from rings with involution to exact categories with duality following the line of
arguments in [Kar80a] (we will, however, refrain from giving the details here since
a different approach not relying on [Kar80a] is taken in [Sch08b]).

Unfortunately, the theorems proved in this article for exact categories with
duality don’t immediately yield results for the hermitian K-theory of rings and
schemes contrary to the K-theory situation in Quillen’s work. This is because
there are basically no interesting noetherian (hence artinian) abelian categories with
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duality, as mentioned above. The results of this article, however, are essential in the
theory of higher Grothendieck-Witt groups of schemes and derived categories and
provide the foundational background for [Sch08a] and [Sch08b].

We give a short outline of the article. In §2 we recall the definitions of Witt
and Grothendieck-Witt groups of exact categories with duality. The expert will
find nothing new here. In §3 we introduce “form functors”. These are functors
between categories with duality together with the extra structure that compares the
dualities of the two categories. This is classical. However, a little less classical is
our interpretation of them as “symmetric spaces in a functor category with duality”
(see remark 3.3). Though not very deep, this is useful. In §4, we recall the
hermitian Q-construction and introduce the Grothendieck-Witt space GW.E/ of an
exact category with duality. We also identify the low dimensional homotopy groups
�0jQh.E/j, �1jQh.E/j and �0GW.E/ as the Witt group of E , the Grothendieck-
Witt group of formations in E , and the Grothendieck-Witt group of symmetric
spaces in E . As the corresponding titles indicate, in §5, §6, §7 and §8 we prove
the generalizations to hermitian K-theory of the classical cofinality, dévissage,
additivity and filtering localization theorems. In §9, we construct for a certain
embedding of (idempotent complete) exact categories with duality A� U , a “cone”
exact category with duality C.U ;A/, which contains U , such that the sequence
A ! U ! C.U ;A/ induces a homotopy fibration in hermitian K-theory. This
will be used in [Sch08a].

Prerequisites

The article should be accessible to anyone with a basic knowledge in algebraic
topology and who has read §1 of Quillen’s paper [Qui73]. The only results we need
from [Qui73] are Quillen’s theorems A and B (for an alternative proof of theorem
B, see [GJ99, theorem 5.6]).

Warning to the expert

I sometimes use non-standard notation and terminology, for instance, Qh instead of
W , GW instead of Kh, and “ form functor” instead of “duality preserving functor”.
They are all explained at the appropriate place in the article.

2. Witt and Grothendieck-Witt groups of exact categories

We start with fixing standard terminology by recalling the definition of an exact
category.
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2.1. Exact categories, exact functors and fully exact inclusions

Recall from [Qui73] (see also [Kel96, §4]) that an exact category is an additive
category E equipped with a family of sequences of maps in E , called conflations (or
admissible short exact sequences, or simply exact sequences),

X
i! Y

p!Z (1)

satisfying the properties (a) – (f) below. In a conflation (1), the map i is called
inflation (or admissible monomorphism) and may be depicted as �, and the map
p is called deflation (or admissible epimorphism) and may be depicted as � in
diagrams.

(a) In a conflation (1), the map i is a kernel of p, and p is a cokernel of i .

(b) Conflations are closed under isomorphisms.

(c) Inflations are closed under compositions, and deflations are closed under
compositions.

(d) Any diagram Z  X
i� Y with i an inflation can be completed to a

cocartesian square

X
i

Y

Z
j

W

with j an inflation.

(e) Dually, any diagram X ! Z
p

� Y with p a deflation can be completed to a
cartesian square

W

q

Y

p

X Z

with q a deflation.

(f) The following sequence is a conflation

X

�
1
0

�
�X ˚Y .0 1/� Y: (2)
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Quillen lists another axiom and its dual which, however, follow from the above
(cf. [Kel90, appendix]). An additive functor between exact categories is called exact
if it sends conflations to conflations. Unless otherwise stated, all exact categories in
this article will be (essentially) small.

Let A, B be exact categories such that B � A is a full subcategory. We say
that B is a fully exact subcategory of A, or that B � A is a fully exact inclusion,
if B is closed under extensions in A (that is, if in a conflation (1) in A, X and Z
are isomorphic to objects in B then Y is isomorphic to an object in B), and if the
inclusion B �A preserves and detects conflations.

A conflation is called split if it is isomorphic to a sequence of the form (2) above.
An exact category is called split exact if every conflation is split.

Definition 2.1 An exact category with duality is a triple .E ;�;�/, where E is an exact
category, � W Eop! E is an exact functor, and �A W A �! A�� a natural isomorphism
such that 1A� D ��

A ı�A� for all objects A of E . We may write E in place of .E ;�;�/
if the duality functor � and the double dual identification � are understood.

Example 2.2 LetR be a ring with involution R!Rop W a 7! Na (a ring isomorphism
satisfying NNa D a), and let P.R/ be the category of finitely generated right R-
modules. For a right R-module M , the R-bimodule structure of R makes the set
HomR.M;R/ of right R-module maps into a left R-module which we consider as a
right R-module via the ring isomorphism given by the involution. Thus, we have a
functor

� W P.R/op! P.R/ W P 7! HomR.P;R/:

For a finitely generated projective R-module P , there is a natural isomorphism of
right R-modules

canP W P Š! P ��

defined by canP .x/.f /D f .x/ which makes the triple

.P.R/;�;can/

into a split exact category with duality.

Example 2.3 Let X be a scheme, and let L be a line-bundle on X . Then the triple

.Vect.X/;HomOX
. ;L/;can/

is an exact category with duality, where Vect.X/ is the exact category of locally free
OX -modules of finite rank, HomOX

. ; / is the sheaf of OX-module homomor-
phisms, and the double dual identification can W V !HomOX

.HomOX
.V;L/;L/ is

the map defined by can.x/.f /D f .x/ on sections.
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Definition 2.4 A symmetric form (on an object X) in an exact category with duality
.E ;�;�/ is a pair .X;'/ where ' W X ! X� is a morphism in E satisfying '��X D
'. If ' is an isomorphism, the form is called non-singular, or non-degenerate;
otherwise it is called singular or degenerate. A non-singular form is also called a
symmetric space.

Let .X;'/ be a symmetric form in E , and f W Y !X a morphism. Then .Y;'jY /
is a symmetric form on Y , the restriction (via f ) of ', where 'jY D f �'f . A map
of symmetric forms f W .Y; /! .X;'/ is a morphism f W Y ! X in E such that
 D 'jY . It is an isometry if f is an isomorphism. Composition of morphisms in E
defines the composition of maps between symmetric forms.

The orthogonal sum .X;'/ ? .Y; / of two symmetric forms .X;'/ and .Y; /
is the symmetric form .X˚Y;'˚ /. If .X;'/ and .Y; / are non-singular, then so
is their orthogonal sum. If E is essentially small, then the set of isometry classes of
symmetric spaces is an abelian monoid where the monoid addition is given by the
orthogonal sum.

Definition 2.5 Let .X;'/ be a symmetric space in E . A totally isotropic subspace
of X is an inflation i W L�X such that 0D 'jL D i�'i , and such that the induced
map L! L? �X from L to its orthogonal L? D ker.i�'/ is also an inflation.

The totally isotropic subspace L � X is called Lagrangian of .X;'/ if L D
L?, that is, i W L � X is a Lagrangian if and only if the following sequence is a
conflation

L
i�X

i�'
�L�: (3)

A symmetric space .X;'/ is called metabolic if it has a Lagrangian. If L is any
object of E , then H.L/ D �

L˚L�;
�
0 1
� 0

��
is a symmetric space called hyperbolic

space of L. It is metabolic with Lagrangian
�
1
0

� W L � L˚ L�. Note that the
symmetric spaces H.L˚M/ and H.L/ ?H.M/ are isometric.

Before we recall the definition of Witt and Grothendieck-Witt groups, we first
record the following well-known lemma, cf. [QSS79, Lemma 5.2 (3)].

Lemma 2.6 Let .X;'/ be a symmetric space in an exact category with duality
.E ;�;�/, and let i W L � X be a totally isotropic subspace of X . Then there is
a unique non-singular form N' W L?=L! .L?=L/� on the quotient L?=L such that
'jL? D N'jL? , where 'jL? is the restriction of ' via i , and N'jL? is the restriction
to L? of N' via the quotient map L? � L?=L. Moreover, the symmetric space
.X;'/˚ .L?=L;� N'/ is metabolic with Lagrangian L?.

Proof: The inflation i factors as a composition of inflations L
i0� L? i1� X . The

map 'jL? D i�1 'i1 satisfies .'jL?/� ı � D 'jL? . If we denote by p W L? � L?=L
the quotient map, there is a unique map N' W L?=L ! .L?=L/� such that 'jL? D
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p� N'p since 'jL? ıi0 D 0 and i�0 ı'jL? D 0. The map N' is symmetric, that is, N'��D
N', because p�. N'��/p D p� N'�p���D .p� N'p/��D .'jL?/��D 'jL? D p� N'p. By
construction, i1 induces an isomorphism ker.p/! ker.i�1 '/, both kernels being L
(as a subobject of X). Therefore, we have an admissible exact sequence

L?
�
i1
p

�
X ˚L?=L

.�i�1 ' p� N'/
.L?/�: (4)

The triple .�;�' ˚ N';1/ defines a map from the conflation (4) to its dual. By the
five-lemma, �'˚ N' and thus N' are isomorphisms. Hence, .L?=L; N'/ is a symmetric
space. The last assertion follows from the conflation (4).

2.2. Witt and Grothendieck-Witt groups

We recall the classical definitions of Witt and Grothendieck-Witt groups of an exact
category with duality (for Grothendieck-Witt groups, see [Qui71, §5.1], [Kne77,
§4], [QSS79, pp. 280, 281]; and for Witt groups, see furthermore [Knu91, VIII §1],
[Bal01]). Let .E ;�;�/ be an exact category with duality. The Witt group W0.E/ of
E is the abelian monoid of isometry classes ŒX;'� of symmetric spaces .X;'/ in E
modulo the sub-monoid of metabolic spaces. The quotient monoidW0.E/ is a group
because .X;'/˚ .X;�'/ is metabolic with Lagrangian

�
1
1

� W X ! X ˚X , so that
we have �ŒX;'�D ŒX;�'�.

The Grothendieck-Witt group GW0.E/ of E is the Grothendieck group of the
abelian monoid of isometry classes ŒX;'� of symmetric spaces .X;'/ in E modulo
the following relation: if M is metabolic with Lagrangian L, then ŒM �D ŒH.L/� in
GW0.E/.
Remark 2.7 Let E be an exact category with duality. An element ŒX� 2 W0.E/ is 0
if and only if there is a metabolic space M such that X ?M is metabolic. Such a
symmetric space X is called stably metabolic.

An element ŒX�� ŒY � 2 GW0.E/ is 0 if and only if there are metabolic spaces
M1, M2 with associated Lagrangians L1, L2 and an isometry

X ?M1 ?H.L2/Š Y ?M2 ?H.L1/:

These statements follow immediately from the definition of Witt and Grothendieck-
Witt groups, details are left to the reader.

Lemma 2.8 For any exact category with duality E , we have the following identities
in GW0.E/.

(a) ŒX;'�C ŒX;�'�D ŒH.X/�
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(b) If X
i� Y

p
�Z is a conflation in E then ŒH.X/�C ŒH.Z/�D ŒH.Y /�.

(c) If .X;'/ is a symmetric space with a totally isotropic subspace L � X then
ŒX;'�D ŒL?=L; N'�C ŒH.L/�.

Moreover, we have an exact sequence

K0.E/
H!GW0.E/!W0.E/! 0: (5)

Proof: Part (a) holds since .X;'/˚ .X;�'/ has Lagrangian
�
1
1

� WX �X ˚X .
Part (b) holds since i ˚ p� W X ˚Z� � Y ˚ Y � is a Lagrangian in H.Y / and�

0 1
� 0

� WZ˚Z�!Z�˚Z�� defines an isometry H.Z/ŠH.Z�/.
Part (c) holds because ŒX;'�CH.L?=L/D ŒX;'�C ŒL?=L;� N'�C ŒL?=L; N'�D

H.L?/C ŒL?=L; N'�DH.L?=L/CH.L/C ŒL?=L; N'�, where the equations follow
from (a), Lemma 2.6, and (b).

Finally, (b) shows that the first map in the sequence (5) is well-defined. It
follows from the definitions of Witt and Grothendieck-Witt groups that the sequence
is exact, see also Remark 2.7.

For completeness’ sake, we include the following well-known lemma (cf.
[QSS79, Lemma 5.4]) and its corollary which identifies the Grothendieck-Witt
group of a ring with involution R (that is, of the split exact category with duality
.P.R/;�;can/ of example 2.2) with the universal group associated with the abelian
monoid of isometry classes of symmetric spaces over R.

Lemma 2.9 Let .A;�;�/ be a split exact category with duality, and let .X;'/ be a
metabolic space in A with Lagrangian i W L�X . Then there is a metabolic space
M and an isometry H.L/?M Š .X;'/?M .

Proof: If � W L� ! L�� is a symmetric form on L�, we write M� .L/ for the
metabolic space

�
L˚L�;

�
0 1
� �

��
with Lagrangian

�
1
0

� W L! L˚L�.
A retract r W X ! L of i W L � X (so we have ri D 1) induces an isometry

.i '�1r�/ W M� .L/ ! .X;'/ with � D �r'�1r�, under which the Lagrangian
i W L � X corresponds to

�
1
0

� W L � L˚L�. So we can assume .X;'/ DM� .L/

and i D �
1
0

�
. Since the map�
1 0 �1 ��1�
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 1 0 1

�
W .L˚L�/˚ .L˚L�/ �! .L˚L�/˚ .L˚L�/

defines an isometry H.L/?M�� .L/
Š!M� .L/?M�� .L/, we are done.

Corollary 2.10 Let A be a split exact category with duality. Then the Grothen-
dieck-Witt group GW0.A/ of A (as defined in 2.2) is the Grothendieck group of the
abelian monoid of isometry classes of symmetric spaces in A.
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3. Form functors and functor categories

In this section we assemble various definitions mostly related to the functoriality
behavior of (higher) Grothendieck-Witt groups. In order to do so, it will be
convenient to have a more general notion at our disposal than that of an exact
category with duality. This is the purpose of the following definitions.

Definition 3.1 A category with duality is a triple .C;�;�/ with C a category, � W
Cop ! C a functor, � W 1! �� a natural transformation such that 1A� D ��

A ı �A�

for all objects A in C. Note that we don’t require � to be an isomorphism. If � is a
natural isomorphism, we say that the duality is strong. In case � is the identity (in
which case �� D id ), we call the duality strict. In this article exact categories with
duality will always have a strong duality.

The concept of a symmetric form makes sense in any category with duality.
More precisely, a symmetric form in a category with duality .C;�;�/ is a pair .X;'/
where ' W X ! X� is a morphism in C satisfying '��X D '. A map of symmetric
forms .X;'/ ! .Y; / is a map f W X ! Y in C such that ' D f � ı  ı f .
Composition of such maps is composition in C. For a category with duality .C;�;�/,
we denote by Ch the category of symmetric forms in C and maps between them, and
call it the hermitian category associated with .C;�;�/.

Next, we introduce what some authors call “duality preserving functors”. We
will call them “form functors” (this is short for “functors equipped with a form”, see
remark 3.3 below), and we will reserve the term “duality preserving functor” for a
special kind of (form) functor, see below.

Definition 3.2 A form functor from a category with duality .A;�;˛/ to .B;�;ˇ/ is
a pair .F;'/ with F W A! B a functor and ' W F� ! �F a natural transformation
making diagram (6) commute.

FA
ˇFA

F.˛A/

.FA/��

'�

A

F.A��/
'A�

F.A�/�

(6)

The natural transformation ' is called duality compatibility morphism. When
the duality compatibility morphism ' is understood, we may simply write F for the
form functor .F;'/.

Form functors are composed as follows. Let .F;'/ W .A;�;˛/! .B;�;ˇ/ and
.G; / W .B;�;ˇ/! .C;�;�/ be form functors. Their composition is the form functor
.G ıF; ?'/, where

. ? '/A D  FA ıG.'A/:
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Composition of form functors is associative and unital, where the unit, that is, the
identity form functor of a category with duality .A;�;˛/, is .idA;1/.

In this article and its sequels, a duality preserving functor is a functor F WA! B
which commutes with (“preserves”) dualities and double dual identifications, that
is, we have F � D �F and F.˛/ D ˇF . In this case, .F;id / is a form functor. We
will consider duality preserving functors F as form functors .F;id /.

3.1. Non-singular exact form functors

A form functor between exact categories with duality .F;'/ W .A;�;˛/! .B;�;ˇ/
is called exact if F is an exact functor. The form functor is called non-singular
if ' is a natural isomorphism. Note that the composition of non-singular form
functors is non-singular. A non-singular exact form functor .F;'/ W .A;�;˛/ !
.B;�;ˇ/ between exact categories with duality sends symmetric spaces .A;a/ in
A to symmetric spaces .FA;'A ı Fa/ in B, and it preserves metabolic spaces,
Lagrangians, totally isotropic subspaces etc. In particular, it induces maps on (Witt
and) Grothendieck-Witt groups

GW0.F / WGW0.A/! GW0.B/ W .A;a/ 7! .FA;'A ıFa/:
It is sometimes convenient to adopt a more conceptual point of view which we

will explain next.

3.2. Functor categories

Let .A;�;˛/ and .B;�;ˇ/ be (small) categories with duality. Consider the category
Fun.A;B/ of functors F WA! B and natural transformations as maps. We define a
duality ] on Fun.A;B/ by declaring the dual of a functor F to be the functor F ] D
�F� W A 7! F.A�/�. The dual of a natural transformation g W F ! G of functors
is the natural transformation g] defined by g]A D g�

A� W G.A�/� ! F.A�/�. The
double dual identification �F W F ! F ]] is the map �F .A/ D ˇF.A��/ ı F.˛A/ D
F.˛A/

�� ı ˇFA W F.A/! F.A��/��. One verifies the equality �]F �F ] D idF ] so
that the triple

.Fun.A;B/;];�/

is indeed a category with duality.

Remark 3.3 (Important remark) We will make frequent use of the following
observation. There is a natural bijection between form functors .F;'/ W .A;�;˛/!
.B;�;ˇ/ and symmetric forms .F; O'/ in the category with duality .Fun.A;B/;];�/.
The bijection is given by the formulas 'A D F.˛A/� ı O'A� and O'A D 'A� ıF.˛A/.
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Note that if ˛ and ˇ are natural isomorphisms, then .F;'/ is a non-singular form
functor if and only if .F; O'/ is a symmetric space in .Fun.A;B/;];�/.

3.3. Natural transformations

Using remark 3.3, we define a natural transformation .F;'/ ! .G; / of form
functors .A;�;˛/ ! .B;�;ˇ/ to be a map of associated symmetric forms in
.Fun.A;B/;];�/ (in the sense of 2.4).

3.4. Functor categories with exact target

If E is an exact category, and A an arbitrary (small) category, then the category
of functors Fun.A;E/ is an exact category by declaring a sequence F ! G ! H

of functors to be admissible exact if FA � GA � HA is a conflation in E for all
objects A of A. If, furthermore, E is an exact category with duality, and A a category
with strong duality, then Fun.A;E/ is an exact category with duality (see 3.2). If A
is also an exact category with duality, then the full subcategory ExFun.A;E/ �
Fun.A;E/ of exact functors is closed under extensions and the duality functor, and
thus inherits a structure of an exact category with duality from Fun.A;E/. Note
that the bijection in remark 3.3 yields a bijection between non-singular exact form
functors from A to E and symmetric spaces in ExFun.A;E/.
Remark/Definition 3.4 The interpretation of non-singular form functors between
exact categories with duality in terms of symmetric spaces in the category of
functors now allows us to transfer to functors the terminology applying to objects
in categories with duality. In this sense, metabolic (form) functors, totally isotropic
subfunctors, Lagrangians of a metabolic form functor, the hyperbolic (form) functor
HF associated with an exact functor F W A ! E , and natural isometries between
form functors are to be understood.

We finish this section by introducing “hyperbolic categories”. They allow us
to consider algebraic K-theory as a special case of Grothendieck-Witt theory (see
proposition 4.7).

3.5. Hyperbolic categories

To any exact category E we can associate an exact category with duality HE , called
hyperbolic category of E . As a category, HE is E � Eop . Thus, its objects are
pairs .A;B/ of objects A;B in E . A morphism .A;B/ ! .A0;B 0/ is a pair .f;g/
of morphisms f W A ! A0 and g W B 0 ! B. The dual .A;B/� is .B;A/, and
.f;g/� D .g;f /. The double dual identification 1!�� is the identity. So HE is an
exact category with strict duality.
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If .E ;�;�/ is an exact category with duality, we have a non-singular exact form
functor

H WHE ! .E ;�;�/ W .X;Y / 7! X ˚Y �;

called hyperbolic (form) functor, with duality compatibility H.Y;X/! H.X;Y /�
the map

�
0 1
� 0

� W Y ˚X�!X�˚Y ��.

4. The Grothendieck-Witt space of an exact category

In this section, we introduce the main object of study of the article. This is the
Grothendieck-Witt space of an exact category with duality (see definition 4.4). For
the convenience of the reader, we recall Quillen’s Q-construction.

4.1. Quillen’s Q-construction

Let E be an exact category. Quillen defined in [Qui73] a new category QE . Its
objects are the objects of E . A map X ! Y in QE is an equivalence class of
diagrams

X
p

� U
i� Y (7)

with p a deflation and i an inflation. The datum .U;i;p/ is equivalent to .U 0;i 0;p0/
if there is an isomorphism g W U ! U 0 in E such that p D p0 ıg and i D i 0 ıg. The
composition in QE of maps X ! Y and Y ! Z represented by the data .U;i;p/
and .V;j;q/ is given by the datum .U �Y V;p Nq;j Ni / where Nq W U �Y V ! U and
Ni W U �Y V ! V are the canonical projections to U and V , respectively.

Now we introduce the hermitian analog of Quillen’s Q-construction. This is the
“hermitian Q-construction” Qh.E/ due to Giffen and Karoubi.

Definition 4.1 Let .E ;�;�/ be an exact category with duality. We define a category
Qh.E ;�;�/ as follows. The objects are the symmetric spaces .X;'/ in E . A map
.X;'/! .Y; / is an equivalence class of diagrams (7) as in the Q-construction with
p a deflation and i and inflation such that 'jU D  jU and i induces an isomorphism
ker.p/ ! ker.i� /. The last two conditions are equivalent to the conditions that
ker.p/ � Y is totally isotropic with orthogonal U , and p induces an isometry
.U=ker.p/; N /Š .X;'/. They are also equivalent to the diagram

U
i

p

Y

i��

X
p�'

U �
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being (commutative and) bicartesian. As in Quillen’s Q-construction, the datum
.U;i;p/ is equivalent to the datum .U 0;i 0;p0/ if there is an isomorphism g W U ! U 0
such that p D p0g and i D i 0g. Composition is also as in Quillen’s Q-construction
4.1. Sometimes, we may writeQhE in place ofQh.E ;�;�/ if � and � are understood.

Remark 4.2 The category QhE appeared at various places in the literature. In
[CL86], [Uri90], [Hor02], [HS04] it was denoted W.E/, presumably because
�0W.E/ is the usual Witt group W0.E/ of E , see proposition 4.8 below. I use the
notation QhE because I would like to emphasize the close relationship to Quillen’s
Q-construction and because I would like to reserve the letter W (or W) for a space
whose homotopy groups are the Witt groups of Balmer (or the L-groups of Ranicki)
not only in degree 0 but in all degrees.

Remark 4.3 For any exact category E , the functor

QhHE!QE W ..A;B/;.f;g// 7! A

is an equivalence of categories. This is an easy exercise in unraveling the definitions,
see [Hor02, Lemma 3.1].

4.2. Classifying spaces of groups and categories

For a small category C we denote by jCj its classifying space, that is, the topological
realization of the nerve simplicial set of C, see for instance [GJ99, Example I.1.4].

As an example and to fix notation, let G be a group, and consider the category
G which has one object e and morphisms the elements of G. Composition is
multiplication in G. It is well-known [GJ99, Example I.1.5], that the map G !
�1jGj W g 7! g is an isomorphism, and that �i jGj D 0 for i ¤ 0.

To simplify notation, we will often apply to a category C a terminology (or
notation) from topology when the terminology (or notation) strictly speaking applies
to the classifying space jCj of C. For instance, we may write �iC instead of �i jCj for
the homotopy groups of jCj, and we may call a sequence of categories a homotopy
fibration when the associated sequence of classifying spaces is a homotopy fibration
etc.

Now we come to the definition of the Grothendieck-Witt space. Recall that the
algebraic K-theory space is K.E/D�jQE j.
Definition 4.4 Let .E ;�;�/ be an exact category with duality. The forgetful functor
QhE!QE W .X;'/ 7!X defines a map

jQhE j ! jQE j (8)
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on classifying spaces whose homotopy fibre (with respect to a zero object of E as
base point of QE) is defined to be the Grothendieck-Witt space GW.E ;�;�/ of E .
Thus, we have a homotopy fibration

GW.E/! jQhE j ! jQE j:
Here, as always, we write GW.E/ instead of GW.E ;�;�/ if � and � are understood.

Remark 4.5 The space GW.E/ already appeared in [Hor02, Definition 3.2] under
the name F.E/. The idea of considering this space probably goes back to Giffen
and Karoubi.

Definition 4.6 For a ring with involution R and " 2 f�1;C1g, we define its
Grothendieck-Witt (or hermitian K-theory) space as

"GW.R/DGW.P.R/;�;"can/

where the category with duality on the right hand side is defined in example 2.2.
Similarly, for a scheme X we define its Grothendieck-Witt space with coeffi-

cients in a line bundle L as

"GW.X;L/DGW.Vect.X/;HomOX
. ;L/;"can/

where the category with duality on the right hand side is defined in example 2.3.
When LDOX , we may simply write "GW.X/ for this space.

The next proposition shows that higher algebraic K-theory is a particular case
of the theory of higher Grothendieck-Witt groups. A proof can also be found in
[Hor05, Proposition 3.3].

Proposition 4.7 For any exact category E , there is a natural homotopy equivalence

GW.HE/'K.E/:
Proof: The space GW.HE/ is the homotopy fibre of the mapQh.HE/!Q.HE/
which, under the equivalence in 4.3 and the isomorphismQ.HE/DQE�Q.Eop/Š
QE �QE , corresponds to the diagonal map QE ! QE �QE W X 7! .X;X/. This
implies the claim since for any pointed topological space Y , the homotopy fibre
of the diagonal map � W Y ! Y � Y is �Y . In detail, the commutative triangle
consisting of � W Y ! Y � Y , the projection on to the first component p W Y �
Y ! Y , and their composition idY D p ı� induces a homotopy fibration F.�/!
F.idY / ! F.p/ with fibre, total space and base the homotopy fibres of the maps
�, idY D p ı� and p. Since F.idY / is contractible, and since F.p/' Y , we are
done.
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In the remainder of the section we calculate some low dimensional homotopy
groups of QhE and of GW.E/. The next proposition which identifies �0QhE
with the usual Witt group of E is due to Uridia [Uri90] and is included here for
completeness’ sake. In its statement, we denote by iC the subcategory iC � C of a
category C whose morphism set is the set of isomorphisms of C.

Proposition 4.8 Let .E ;�;�/ be an exact category with duality. Then the map
.iE/h D iQhE ,!QhE induces an isomorphism of abelian groups

W0.E/! �0jQhE j:
Proof: Orthogonal sum operation makes the classifying spaces of .iE/h and QhE
into commutative H -spaces, and we obtain a map �0j.iE/hj ! �0jQhE j of abelian
monoids. Metabolic objects are trivial in �0jQhE j since a Lagrangian defines a path
to 0 in jQhE j. We therefore obtain a well-defined map W0.E/ ! �0jQhE j which
is clearly surjective. As a set, �0jQhE j is generated by the objects .X;'/ of QhE
modulo the relation .X;'/ � .Y;'/ whenever there is a map .X;'/ ! .Y;'/ in
QhE . This relation also holds in W0.E/, by Lemma 2.8 (c). Hence, the surjective
map �0QhE !W0.E/ W .X;'/ 7! ŒX;'� is well-defined and thus inverse to the map
W0.E/! �0jQhE j.

Our next goal is to “calculate” �1jQhE j. We will identify this group as the
“Grothendieck-Witt group of formations” the definition of which we recall now.

4.3. Formations

Let .E ;�;�/ be an exact category with duality. A formation in E is a quadruple
.X;';L1;L2/ with .X;'/ a metabolic space in E and L1, L2 two Lagrangians of
.X;'/. Two formations .X;';L1;L2/ and .X 0;'0;L0

1;L
0
2/ are isometric if there is an

isometry .X;'/Š .X 0;'0/ carrying L0
1 and L0

2 into L1 and L2. The orthogonal sum
of two formations is defined by

.X;';L1;L2/? .X 0;'0;L0
1;L

0
2/D .X ˚X 0;'˚'0;L1˚L0

1;L2˚L0
2/:

The Grothendieck-Witt group of formations

GWform.E/

is the free abelian group generated by isometry classes ŒX;';L1;L2� of formations
subject to the following three relations (see [Kar74, p. 370], where, in special cases,
the group was denoted U.E/, [Wal03]):

(a) Œ.X;';L1;L2/? .X 0;'0;L0
1;L

0
2/�D ŒX;';L1;L2�C ŒX 0;'0;L0

1;L
0
2�
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(b) ŒX;';L1;L2�C ŒX;';L2;L3�D ŒX;';L1;L3�
(c) If L � X is totally isotropic and a common admissible subspace of L1 and

L2, then one has ŒL?=L; N';L1=L;L2=L�D ŒX;';L1;L2�.
A Lagrangian L � X of a metabolic space .X;'/ defines a path ŒL� W 0 ! X

in QhE given by the datum 0 � L � X . Therefore, a formation .X;';L1;L2/
defines a loop ŒL2��1ŒL1� in QhE based at zero. For such loops, the three relations
above hold in �1Qh.E/. The first relation holds because the group structure on
�1Q

hE is determined by the H-space structure on QhE (as is the case for any
H-group). The second relation holds because concatenation of loops also defines
addition in �1QhE . And the third relation holds because backtracking the path
.L?=L; N'/ ! .X;'/ in QhE doesn’t change the homotopy class of the loop.
Therefore, the map in the following proposition is well-defined.

Proposition 4.9 For any exact category with duality E , the following map is an
isomorphism

GWform.E/
Š�! �1jQhE j W ŒX;';L1;L2� 7! ŒL2�

�1ŒL1�:

Proof: A symmetric spaceX is called stably metabolic if there is a metabolic space
M such that X ? M is metabolic. Write Qh

metE � Qh
smetE � QhE for the full

subcategories of metabolic and stably metabolic spaces. The subcategory Qh
smetE

is the connected component of 0 in QhE (see remark 2.7). By strong cofinality
(see lemma 4.15 below), Qh

metE � Qh
smetE is a homotopy equivalence. Thus, it

suffices to show that GWform.E/! �1Q
h
met .E/ W ŒX;';L1;L2� 7! ŒL2�

�1ŒL1� is an
isomorphism.

Fix for every metabolic object .X;'/ a Lagrangian LX � X. Every loop in
Qh
met.E/ is homotopic to a loop of the form aṅ aṅ�1 ���a2̇ a1̇ W 0! 0with ai maps in

Qh
met.E/. The loop is homotopic to aṅ ŒLXn�1

�ŒLXn�1
��1aṅ�1 ���a2̇ ŒLX1

�ŒLX1
��1a1̇ ,

where Xi is the target of ai̇ and the source of ai̇C1. This shows that the group
�1Q

h
met .E/ is generated by loops of the form ŒLY �

�1aŒLX � with a W X ! Y a
map in Qh

met .E/. The composition a ı ŒLX � defines a Lagrangian L in Y so that
the generating loops are homotopic to loops of the form ŒLY �

�1ŒL�. It follows that
GWform.E/! �1Q

h
met .E/ is surjective.

To show the injectivity of the map, we consider the category GW form.E/ asso-
ciated with the abelian group GW form.E/, see 4.2. Let Qh

met .E/! GW form.E/
be the functor defined as follows. Every object goes to the unique object of

GW form.E/. A morphism .X;'/ ! .Y;�/ given by the datum X
p

� U
i�

Y is sent to ŒY;�;L;LY � where L � Y is p�1.LX /, that is, L is the pull-
back of LX � X along p. Using the three relations defining GWform in 4.3,
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one checks that this is compatible with composition. In particular, we obtain
a map �1Q

h
met .E/ ! �1GW form.E/ D GW form.E/. Since the composition

GWform.E/! �1Q
h
met .E/! GWform.E/ is the identity, and since the first map is

surjective, we are done.
Finally, we will identify �0GW.E/ with the Grothendieck-Witt group of E . For

that, we need the following lemma.

Lemma 4.10 The map F W GWform.E/ ! K0.E/ W ŒX;';L1;L2� 7! ŒL1� � ŒL2�
extends the exact sequence (5) to an exact sequence

GWform.E/
F!K0.E/

H!GW0.E/!W0.E/! 0:

Proof: The only thing that needs to be checked is exactness at K0. Clearly, the
composition H ı F is 0. Given ŒX�� ŒY � 2 K0.E/ such that ŒH.X/� D ŒH.Y /� 2
GW0.E/, there are metabolic objectsM ,N with Lagrangians LM ,LN , respectively,
and an isometry f WH.X/˚M˚H.LN /ŠZ WDH.Y /˚N˚H.LM /, see remark
2.7. The formation ŒZ;f .X/˚f .LM /˚f .LN /;Y ˚LN˚LM � has image ŒX��ŒY �
in K0.E/.
Proposition 4.11 Let .E ;�;�/ be an exact category with duality. Then there is a
natural isomorphism

GW0.E/
Š! �0GW.E/:

Proof: The hyperbolic functor K0.E/! GW0.E/ W ŒX� 7! ŒHX� induces a functor
H W K0.E/ ! GW 0.E/ on associated categories, see 4.2. Every morphism in
GW 0.E/ is an isomorphism. Therefore, Quillen’s theorem B trivially applies to
the functor H , and we have a homotopy fibration

.e #H/!K0.E/! GW 0.E/: (9)

The category .e # H/ has objects the elements x of GW0.E/. A map from y to
x in .e # H/ is an element 	 2 K0.E/ such that y C H.	/ D x. The functor
.e #H/!K0.E/ sends the map 	 2K0.E/ above to 	 2K0.E/. By the long exact
sequence associated with the homotopy fibration (9), we calculate the homotopy
groups �0.e #H/D cokerH DW0.E/, �1.e #H/D kerH , and �i .e #H/D 0 for
i � 2.

We consider the map of homotopy fibrations

GW.E/ QhE QE

GW0.E/ .e #H/ K0.E/;
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where the left vertical map is induced by the commutativity of the right square in
which the vertical functors are defined as follows. The functor QhE ! .e # H/
sends .X;'/ to ŒX;'� 2 GW0.E/, and a map .Y; / ! .X;'/ given by the datum
Y

p
� U � X to Œker.p/� 2 K0.E/. Similarly, the functor QE ! K0.E/ sends

an object X to the unique object of K0.E/, and a map Y ! X given by the datum

Y
p

� U � X to Œker.p/� 2 K0.E/. The lower left corner is the (realization of) the
discrete category whose objects are the elements of GW0.E/ and all morphisms are
identity morphisms; the lower homotopy fibration being induced from (9).

Taking homotopy groups, we obtain a map of exact sequences

�1Q
hE �1QE �0GW.E/ �0Q

hE 0

ker.H/ K0.E/ H
GW0.E/ W0.E/ 0;

in which the left vertical map is surjective, by lemma 4.10. The second and the
fourth vertical maps are isomorphisms. By the five lemma, �0GW.E/! GW0.E/
is an isomorphism.

Definition 4.12 The higher Grothendieck-Witt (or hermitianK-) groups of an exact
category with duality .E ;�;�/ are the homotopy groups

GWi .E ;�;�/D �iGW.E ;�;�/
of the Grothendieck-Witt space GW.E/ of E , i � 0. By proposition 4.11, this is
compatible with the definition of GW0.E/ given in 2.2.

Remark 4.13 For a ring with involution R, Karoubi defined in [Kar80a, p. 261]
its hermitian K-theory space "L.R/ � "L0.R/ � B"O.R/C where "L0.R/ is the
Grothendieck group of the abelian monoid of isometry classes of finitely generated
projective R-modules equipped with a non-degenerate "-quadratic form and where
"O.R/ is the “infinite "-orthogonal group of R”. It follows from [Sch04b, Theorem
4.2] that the two spaces "L.R/ and "GW.R/ are homotopy equivalent when 1

2
2 R

(another proof of which not relying on Karoubi’s fundamental theorem [Kar80a]
will appear in [Sch08b]). Of course, the two spaces have different homotopy types,
in general, since in the general case, symmetric and quadratic forms are not the
same.

As alluded to above, the definition of the groups GWi .E/ as the homotopy
groups of the space GW.E/ (under the restriction “2 invertible”) already appeared
in [Hor02, Definition 3.6] where they were called hermitian K-groups and denoted
by Khi .E/. However, for general exact categories with duality, propositions 4.9 and
4.11 seem to be new, even in the case “2 invertible”.
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Remark 4.14 In [Wal03], Walter defines a sequence GW i .T / of Grothendieck-Witt
groups, i 2 Z, associated with a triangulated category with duality in which “2 is
invertible”. Applied to the bounded derived category Db.E/ of an exact category
with duality .E ;�;�/, this yields a sequence GW i .E ;�;�/, i 2 Z, of Grothendieck-
Witt groups of E in case E is a ZŒ1

2
�-linear category. His Grothendieck-Witt groups

should not be confused with our higher Grothendieck-Witt groups!
Essentially by definition, Walter’s Grothendieck-Witt groups GW i .E ;�;�/ are

4-periodic, GW i .E/ Š GW iC4.E/, and it is shown in [Wal03], that they are the
usual Grothendieck-Witt groups of symmetric spaces in .E ;�;�/, of formations
in .E ;�;��/, of symmetric spaces in .E ;�;��/, and of formations in .E ;�;�/ for
i D 0;1;2;3 mod 4. With our calculation of low-dimensional homotopy groups
above, we obtain the following table for any ZŒ1

2
�-linear exact category with duality

.E ;�;�/:

GW 4i .E ;�;�/ D �0GW.E ;�;�/ D GW0.E ;�;�/
GW 4iC1.E ;�;�/ D �1Q

h.E ;�;��/ D GWform.E ;�;��/
GW 4iC2.E ;�;�/ D �0GW.E ;�;��/ D GW0.E ;�;��/
GW 4iC3.E ;�;�/ D �1Q

h.E ;�;�/ D GWform.E ;�;�/:

We conclude this section with the (well-known) “strong cofinality” lemma
which was used in the proof of proposition 4.9.

Lemma 4.15 (Strong cofinality) Let .B;˚;0/ be a unital symmetric monoidal
category, and A � B a full subcategory which contains the unit 0 and is closed
under the monoidal operation ˚. If the abelian monoids �0jAj and �0jBj are
groups, and if for every object X of B there is an object A of A such that X ˚A
is isomorphic to an object of A, then the inclusion A � B induces a homotopy
equivalence on classifying spaces

jAj ��! jBj:

Proof: We can assume that an object in B which is isomorphic to an object of A
is actually in A, since equivalences of categories induce homotopy equivalences of
classifying spaces. Let C � B be a full subcategory with finitely many objects.
By our assumption, there is an object A of A such that A ˚ C is in A. Since
�0A is a group, there is an object NA and a zigzag in A of maps between NA˚ A
and 0. Thus, the given inclusion C � B is homotopic to the functor C ! A W
X 7! NA ˚ A ˚ X with image in A. Moreover, for any subcategory C0 � C
which lies in A, the above homotopy, restricted to C0, stays entirely in A. Thus,
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any map of pairs .K;K 0/ ! .jBj;jAj/, with K;K 0 compact spaces, is homotopic
(within such maps of pairs) to a map with image in .jAj;jAj/. This implies that
the relative integral homology groups H�.jBj;jAj/ are trivial, as every relative
homology class is supported on a compact pair. In detail, the natural map from
the filtered colimit colim.K;K0/H�.K;K 0/ to H�.jBj;jAj/ is an isomorphism where
.K;K 0/� .jBj;jAj/ ranges over the pairs of finite subcomplexes of .jBj;jAj/. Every
map H�.K;K 0/!H�.jBj;jAj/ factors through H�.jAj;jAj/ D 0, by the argument
above, so that the natural map (an isomorphism) from the colimit to the relative
homology group is in fact the zero map, hence H�.jBj;jAj/ D 0. Therefore, the
inclusion jAj � jBj induces an isomorphism on integral homology. The spaces jAj
and jBj are homotopy commutative H -groups (hence nilpotent spaces), so that the
homology isomorphism implies that jAj � jBj is a homotopy equivalence.

5. Cofinality

5.1. Cofinal functors and idempotent completion

A fully exact inclusion A� B of exact categories (see 2.1 for the definition of “fully
exact”!) is called cofinal if for every object B of B there is an object NB of B such
that B ˚ NB is isomorphic to an object of A. An exact category E is idempotent
complete if every idempotent p D p2 W A! A defines a direct sum decomposition
AŠ im.p/˚ im.1�p/ in E under which the idempotent p corresponds to the map�
1 0
0 0

� W im.p/˚ im.1� p/! im.p/˚ im.1�p/. In an idempotent complete exact
category, a map A! B for which there is a map B! C such that the composition
A ! C is an inflation is itself an inflation (this is an easy direct exercise, it also
follows from [TT90, Theorem A.7.16 (b)]).

Let E be an exact category, the idempotent completion QE of E has objects pairs
.A;p/ with p D p2 W A! A an idempotent in E . A map .A;p/! .B;q/ is a map
f W A! B in E such that f D fp D qf . Composition in E defines composition
in QE . The functor E ! QE W A 7! .A;1/ makes E into a full subcategory of QE . The
idempotent completion of an exact category has a canonical structure of an exact
category such that E ! QE is exact, closed under extensions, and reflects exactness
(see for instance [TT90, Theorem A.9.1], where “idempotent complete” is called
“Karoubian”). Of course, the idempotent completion is idempotent complete, and
the inclusion E � QE is cofinal. If .E ;�;�/ is an exact category with duality, its
idempotent completion QE is an exact category with duality where the dual .A;p/�
of an object .A;p/ is .A�;p�/ with double dual identification �.A;p/ D �A. The
inclusion E � QE is a (non-singular, exact) form functor with duality compatibility
isomorphism the identity map.
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5.2. The groups GW0.B;A/ and K0.B;A/

Let A ,! B be a duality preserving cofinal inclusion of exact categories with duality.
Write GW0.B;A/ for the quotient monoid of isometry classes of symmetric spaces
in B modulo the submonoid of symmetric spaces in A. The quotient monoid is
actually a group. To see this, let .X;'/ be a symmetric space in B, and choose
an NX in B with X ˚ NX in A. Then X ˚ NX� Š .X ˚ NX/� is also in A, so that
.X;'/? .X;'/?H. NX/ is a symmetric space in A, and thus

�ŒX;'�D ŒX;'�C ŒH. NX/�

in GW0.B;A/. The map GW0.B/! GW0.B;A/ W ŒX;'� 7! ŒX;'� is well-defined.
This is because for a metabolic space .M;'/ in B with Lagrangian L, we can choose
an object NL of B such thatL˚ NL is in A. Then we have an admissible exact sequence

L˚ NL�M ˚H. NL/�L�˚ NL�

in B with outer two terms in A. Therefore, the middle term M ˚H. NL/ is in A, and
we have ŒM;'�D�ŒH NL�D ŒH.L˚ NL/�� ŒH NL�D ŒHL� inGW0.B;A/. This shows
that the map GW0.B/ ! GW0.B;A/ is well-defined and induces an isomorphism
between GW0.B;A/ and the cokernel of the map GW0.A/! GW0.B/.

Similarly, let K0.B;A/ be the quotient of the monoid of isomorphism classes
of objects in B by the submonoid of isomorphism classes of objects in A. As
above, K0.B;A/ is actually a group, and K0.B/! K0.B;A/ W ŒX� 7! ŒX� is well-
defined and induces an isomorphism between K0.B;A/ and the cokernel of the map
K0.A/!K0.B/.

5.3. The category H.B;A/

The hyperbolic functor induces a map

H WK0.B;A/!GW0.B;A/ W ŒX� 7! ŒHX�

of abelian groups which yields a functor H W K0.B;A/ ! GW 0.B;A/ between
associated categories. Let H.B;A/ be the comma category .e # H/ (a variant of
which has already appeared in the proof of proposition 4.11), where e denotes
the unique object of GW 0.B;A/. In detail, an object of H.B;A/ is an element
ŒX;'� 2 GW0.B;A/. A map ŒX;'� ! ŒY; � in H.B;A/ is an element ŒT � 2
K0.B;A/ such that ŒY; �D ŒHT �C ŒX;'� in GW0.B;A/. Composition is addition
in K0.B;A/. Since every morphism in GW 0.B;A/ is an isomorphism, theorem B
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of Quillen trivially applies and gives a homotopy fibration H.B;A/!K0.B;A/!
GW 0.B;A/ which implies the following calculation of homotopy groups

�iH.B;A/D
˚

coker.H WK0.B;A/!GW0.B;A//; i D 0
ker.H WK0.B;A/!GW0.B;A//; i D 1

0; i � 2:

There is a functor F W QhB ! H.B;A/ which sends on object .X;'/ of QhB
to ŒX;'�, and a map .X;'/! .Y; / represented by the datum X

p
� U � Y to the

map Œker.p/� W ŒX;'�! ŒY; � in H.B;A/.
For the next theorem, recall that a “cofinal functor” is a functor which (among

other) is fully faithful and extention closed (see 5.1 and 2.1).

Theorem 5.1 (Cofinality for Qh) Let A ,! B be a duality preserving cofinal
inclusion of exact categories with duality. Then the sequence of categories

QhA �!QhB F�!H.B;A/

induces a homotopy fibration on classifying spaces.

Proof: Since the category H.B;A/ is a groupoid, Quillen’s theorem B trivially
applies to the functor F WQhB!H.B;A/, so that we have a homotopy fibration

C!QhB!H.B;A/;

where C is the comma category .0 # F /. The objects of C are pairs .X;';ŒS�/,
where .X;'/ is a symmetric space in B, and ŒS� 2K0.B;A/ such that ŒX;'�D ŒHS�
in GW0.B;A/. A map .X;';ŒS�/ ! .Y; ;ŒT �/ in C is a map .X;'/ ! .Y; / in
QhB such that, if the map is represented by the datum X

p
� U � Y , we have

ŒT �D ŒS�C Œker.p/� in K0.B;A/. Composition is composition of maps in QhB.
Let C0 � C be the full subcategory of those objects .X;';ŒS�/ with X 2 A and

ŒS� D 0. Note that the functor C ! QhB maps the subcategory C0 isomorphically
onto the subcategory of QhB whose objects are the symmetric spaces in A, and
whose morphisms are represented by diagrams A

p
� U � B with Œker.p/�D 0 in

K0.B;A/. To prove the theorem, it suffices to show that the inclusions

QhA� C0 � C

are homotopy equivalences.
The inclusion I W C0 � C is a homotopy equivalence by the following argument.

Let X D .X;';ŒS�/ be an object of C, by Quillen’s theorem A it suffices to show
that the comma category .X # I / is contractible. By definition of the category C,
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we have ŒX;'� D ŒHS� in GW0.B;A/. Let T be an object in B such that S ˚ T is
in A. Then .X;'/ ?HT is zero in the quotient monoid GW0.B;A/ which implies
the existence of a symmetric space .A;˛/ in A such that .X;'/ ? HT ? .A;˛/ is
a symmetric space in A. The space M D .A;˛/ ? .A;�˛/ is metabolic in A with
Lagrangian A. The Lagrangians L0 D A˚T and LD A˚S˚T in N0 DM ?HT
and N D M ? HS ? HT define maps l0 W 0 ! N0 and l W 0 ! N in QhB
and QhA, respectively, such that a ı l0 D l in QhB, where a W N0 ! N is the
orthogonal sum of the identity onN0 and the map 0!HS given by the Lagrangian
S . Note that .X;'/ ? N0 is a symmetric space in A. The identity functor on
.X # I / is homotopic to the functor �? l W .X # I /! .X # I / sending the object
b W X ! .B;ˇ;0/ to b ? l W X ! ..B;ˇ/ ? N;0/ via the homotopy given by the
natural transformation id ? l W id !�? l . The functor �? l is homotopic to the
constant functor pt with image idX ? l0 W X ! ..X;'/ ? N0;0/ via the homotopy
given by the natural transformation id ? a W pt ! � ? l . Therefore, the identity
functor on .X # I / is homotopic to a constant map, so that the classifying space of
.X # I / is contractible.

The inclusion J WQhA� C0 is a homotopy equivalence by Quillen’s theorem A
once we prove that for every object .A;˛/ of C 0 the comma category .A;˛ # J / is
contractible. Recall that QhA and C0 have the same objects, but C0 may have more
maps. In particular, the categories .A;˛ # J / are non-empty. Let C00 � .A;˛ # J /
be a full subcategory with a non-empty, finite set of objects, and denote by G the
inclusion functor. It suffices to show that G is null-homotopic as this implies that
the homotopy groups of .A;˛ # J / are trivial. This is because every of its homotopy
classes is supported on some C00, and every based map from the n-sphere Sn which is
homotopic to the constant base point preserving map is also null-homotopic through
base point preserving maps.

The finitely many objects bi W .A;˛/ ! .Bi ;ˇi / in C00 are represented by
diagrams A

pi� Ui � Bi with Œker.pi /� D 0 in K0.B;A/. This implies that
ker.pi / is stably in A so that there are objects Ai of A with ker.pi /˚ Ai in A.
The Lagrangian N D L

iAi defines a map a W 0 ! HN in QhA. The functor
G is homotopic to the functor � ? a W C00 ! .A;˛ # J / W bi 7! bi ? a via the
homotopy given by the natural transformation id ? a W G ! � ? a. Since the
maps bi ? a are in QhA, they define a natural transformation from the constant
functor with image idA W .A;˛/! .A;˛/ to the functor �? a. Hence, the inclusion
G is null-homotopic. This finishes the proof of the theorem.

Corollary 5.2 (Cofinality for GW ) Let A ,! B be a duality preserving cofinal
functor between exact categories with duality. Then the maps GWi .A/! GWi .B/
are isomorphisms for i � 1 and a monomorphism for i D 0.
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Proof: This follows by taking vertical homotopy fibres in the diagram

QhA QhB H.B;A/

QA QB K0.B;A/

of categories and functors in which the rows are homotopy fibrations on classifying
spaces by theorem 5.1 and cofinality for K-theory (see [Gra79, theorem 1.1], or
theorem 5.1 applied to HA�HB).

6. Dévissage

The following theorem generalizes [QSS79, Theorem 6.7] and [Qui73, Dévissage].

Theorem 6.1 (Dévissage) Let A � B be a duality preserving full inclusion of
abelian categories with duality. Assume that A is closed under taking subobjects
and quotients in B. Assume furthermore that

(a) every object X in B has a finite filtration 0D X0 � X1 � ::: � Xn�1 � Xn D
X such that the successive quotients XiC1=Xi are in A for i D 0;:::;n � 1,
and that

(b) for every symmetric space .X;'/ in B there is a totally isotropic subspace
N �X such that N?=N is in A.

Then the inclusion A! B induces a homotopy equivalence

QhA ��!QhB:

Proof: Let .X;'/ be a symmetric space in B. The filtration in (a) and the totally
isotropic subspace in (b) induce a finite filtration

0�X1 \N � :::�Xn�1\N � N �N? � .Xn�1 \N/? � :::� .X1 \N/? �X
with successive quotients in A. We write F for the inclusion QhA ! QhB,
and note that F is fully faithful. By Quillen’s theorem A it suffices to show that
.F # X/ is non-empty and contractible. The category .F # X/ is equivalent to the
category whose objects are totally isotropic subspaces N �X such thatN?=N 2A.
Morphisms are inclusions of totally isotropic subspaces.

By condition (b), the category .F # X/ is non-empty. The filtration above with
successive quotients in A yields a string of maps

N?=N ! ��� ! .X1\N/?=.X1 \N/!X (10)
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in Qh.B/. We will show that base-change w.r.t. these maps induces weak
equivalences on comma categories .F # /. Since .F #N?=N/ has a final object,
namely N?=N 2A, this will prove the claim.

Let .Y; / be a symmetric space in B. Given a totally isotropic subspace L� Y
with L 2A (hence Y=L? Š L� 2A), we have to show that the map L?=L! Y in
QhB induces a homotopy equivalence G W .F # L?=L/! .F # Y /, since all maps
in (10) are of the form L?=L ! Y . Write p for the quotient map L? ! L?=L.
Then the functor G sends the totally isotropic subspace M � L?=L to the totally
isotropic subspace p�1.M/ � Y . There is a functor H W .F # Y /! .F # L?=L/
which sends a totally isotropic subspace N � Y with N?=N 2 A to the totally
isotropic subspace M D .N \ L?/=.N \ L/ � L?=L. The orthogonal of M in
L?=L is M? D .N? \ L?/=.N? \ L/ so that the quotient M?=M is itself a
quotient of the object .N? \L?/=.N \L?/ � N?=N of A, hence M?=M 2 A.
We have HG D id , and we have a well-defined zigzag of functors and natural
transformations

GH.N/D p�1
�
N \L?

N \L
�
 - N \L? ,!N

between GH and id since the object .N \L?/?=.N \L?/D .N?[L/=.N \L?/
is in A. This is because it is a quotient of .N?=.N \L?//˚ L which itself is a
subobject of the object .Y=L?/˚ .N?=N/˚L in A. We conclude that G and H
induce inverse homotopy equivalences.

For the following example, recall (e.g. from the definitions in [Pop73, §5.7,
p. 366, p. 370]) that an abelian category B is noetherian if and only if its dual Bop is
artinian, so that if B is a noetherian abelian category with duality, it is also artinian,
as � W BŠ Bop is an equivalence of exact categories.

Example 6.2 The dévissage theorem applies when B is a noetherian (hence artinian)
abelian category with duality, and A� B its full subcategory of semi-simple objects.
Note that in this case A is a split exact category with duality.

We obtain a more explicit description of the higher Grothendieck-Witt groups
of B as follows. For a simple object A of B, either A is isomorphic to A� or it is not.
In the first case, let ˛ W A! A� be an isomorphism. Then ˛C ˛�� is either zero in
which case ˛ D�˛��, or it is an isomorphism, in which case we can replace ˛ with
˛C ˛��. In either case, we can assume ˛ D "A˛��, where "A 2 f�1;1g, so that the
map End.A/! End.A/op W a 7! Na D ˛�1 ı a� ı ˛ defines an involution on the ring
End.A/. We have a form functor

.End.A/; N ;"A/! .A;�;�/ W End.A/ 7! A;a 7! a
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with duality compatibility morphism ˛ W A! A� which extends to an equivalence
of split exact categories with duality between .PEnd.A/;�;"Acan/ (as defined in
example 2.2) and the semi-simple subcategory with duality of A generated by A.

In the second case, when A© A�, the semi-simple subcategory with duality of
A generated by A and A� is equivalent to the hyperbolic category HPEnd.A/ asso-
ciated with the category PEnd.A/. By dévissage, we therefore obtain isomorphisms
of higher Grothendieck-Witt groups

GWi .B/ŠGWi .A/Š
M

"A
GWi .End.A//˚

M
Ki .End.A//

where the first sum is taken over the isomorphism classes ŒA� of simple objects A of
B such that AŠ A�, and the second sum is taken over the set

ffŒA�;ŒA��gj A© A�;A simple object of Bg:

7. Additivity

The aim of this section is to prove the following theorem and its (equivalent) version
in theorem 7.2 below. Recall from remark 3.3 that a non-singular exact form functor
.F;'/ WA! B between two exact categories with duality A and B is the same as a
symmetric space .F; O'/ in the exact category with duality ExFun.A;B/ of exact
functors A ! B. With this in mind, the meaning of notions such as “totally
isotropic subfunctor” G � F , “orthogonal G? of a functor” G � F , “induced
form” .G?=G; N'/, see lemma 2.6, and “hyperbolic functor HG associated with G”
are to be interpreted as taking place in ExFun.A;B/.
Theorem 7.1 (Additivity for functors) Let .F;'/ W A! B be a non-singular exact
form functor between exact categories with duality A and B. Let G � F be
a totally isotropic subfunctor. Then the form functors .F;'/ and .G?=G; N'/ ?
H.G/ induce homotopic maps QhA ! QhB on hermitian Q-constructions and
homotopic maps GW.A/!GW.B/ on Grothendieck-Witt spaces.

The proof is delayed until after the proof of theorem 7.2 below. To formulate
theorem 7.2, we need the notion of “admissible short complexes”.

7.1. Short complexes

In this article, a short complex in an exact category E is a complex

A� W 0! A1
d1! A0

d0! A�1! 0; .d0 ıd1 D 0/ (11)

in E which is concentrated in degrees �1;0;1. In displaying short complexes we may
sometimes omit the two outer zero objects. We call the short complex admissible
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if d1 and d0 are inflation and deflation, respectively, and the maps A1 ! ker.d0/
and coker.d1/! A�1 are inflation and deflation, respectively. “Admissibility” can
be checked as follows. Let E � A be a fully exact embedding of E into an abelian
category [TT90, Appendix A], [Kel90, Appendix A]. Then a short complex A� in E
is admissible if and only if the homology H�.A�/ computed in the ambient abelian
category A satisfies Hi .A�/ D 0, i ¤ 0, and H0.A�/ is isomorphic to an object in
A (exercise!).

The homology H0.A�/ of an admissible short complex is defined independently
of an embedding E � A into an abelian category. It can be computed for instance
as H0.A�/D im."A�

/, where the map "A�
W kerd0! cokerd1 is the composition of

the canonical maps kerd0 � A0 � cokerd1. Here (and elsewhere in the paper),
we only use the notation im.f / for a map f W A! B in an exact category E which
admits a factorization A � im.f / � B into a deflation followed by an inflation.
Any two choices of such a factorization are canonically isomorphic.

A map f W A�! B� of short complexes is a map of chain complexes, that is, a
sequence of maps fi W Ai ! Bi commuting with differentials. We call a sequence
A�! B�! C� of admissible short complexes exact if Ai ! Bi ! Ci is exact in E ,
i D �1;0;1. The exact category of admissible short complexes in E is denoted by
sCx.E/.

Let .E ;�;�/ be an exact category with duality. Duality and double dual
identification of E induce a duality and double dual identification on the category of
(admissible) short complexes, where the dual of the complex (11) is the (admissible)
short complex

A��1
d�

0! A�
0

d�

1! A�
1 ;

and the double dual identification �A�
W A� ! .A�/�� is �Ai

in degree i D �1;0;1.
To give a a symmetric space .A�;'/ in sCx.E/ is the same (up to isometry) as
to give a symmetric space .A0;'0/ in E together with a totally isotropic subspace
i W A1 � A0. The associated admissible short complex is

A1
i� A0

i�'0� A�
1 (12)

equipped with the form .�;'0;1/. The admissible short complex (12) with its form
.�;'0;1/ is called symmetric space in standard form. Every symmetric space in
sCx.E/ is isometric to a symmetric space in standard form.

7.2. Homology of short complexes

The (exact) degree-zero homology functor

H0 W sCx.E/! E
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is a (non-singular exact) form functor with duality compatibility isomorphism
H0�! �H0 the unique map making the diagram

kerd�
1 H0� cokerd�

0

.cokerd1/� �H0 .kerd0/�

commute, where kerd�
1 ! .cokerd1/� and cokerd�

0 ! .kerd0/� are the canonical
isomorphisms induced by the exactness of the duality functor, and the compositions
of the horizontal maps are ".A�/� and "�

A�
. In particular, a symmetric space .A�;'/

in sCx.E/ defines a symmetric space H0.A�;'/ in E . This space is canonically
isometric to .A?

1 =A1; N'0/ in the notation of lemma 2.6. More generally, the
homology form functor H0 sends a symmetric quasi-isomorphism ' W A�! .A�/�
in sCx.E/, to a symmetric space H0.A�;'/ in E .

Theorem 7.2 (Additivity for admissible short complexes) Let .E ;�;�/ be an exact
category with duality. Then the exact functor ev1 W sCx.E/! E W A� 7! A1 and the
non-singular exact form functor H0 W sCx.E/! E induce a homotopy equivalence

.H0;ev1/ WQhsCx.E/ �!QhE �QE :

Remark 7.3 One version of Quillen’s additivity theorem [Qui73, §3 Theorem 2]
uses the category of exact sequences in an exact category E . An analogous
statement also exists in hermitian K-theory, see exercise 7.8 and remark 7.9. In
[Wal85], Waldhausen considers generalizations, denoted by SnE , of the category
of exact sequences, which itself is denoted by S2E in this context. The category
of admissible short complexes sCx.E/ is equivalent, as an exact category with
duality, to Waldhausen’s category S3E but it carries less (for our purpose) redundant
information than S3E .

The proof of theorem 7.2 uses “admissible short bicomplexes”. Here are their
definition and relevant properties.

7.3. Short bicomplexes

A short bicomplex in E is a bicomplex in E which is concentrated in bidegrees
.�1;0/, .0;0/, .1;0/, .0;1/, .0;�1/. Leaving out all the zeros, we can display a short
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bicomplex as
X�� W X0;1

m

X�1;0 n
X0;0

m0

n0

X1;0

X0;�1

with m0mD n0mDm0nD n0nD 0.
If row and column of the bicomplex are admissible short complexes, then

horizontal and vertical homologies Hh
i;j and H v

i;j are defined. In this case, the
following assertions are equivalent.

(a) H v�;0.X��/ is an admissible short complex,

(b) H h
0;�.X��/ is an admissible short complex,

(c) the total complex Tot.X��/ is an admissible short complex.

This is because there is a zigzag H v
0X�� EX� ! Tot.X��/ of quasi-isomorphisms

of short complexes as in the diagram

H v
0X�� W X�1;0 H v

0;0X�� X1;0

EX� W X�1;0˚X0;1
.1 0/

1

ker.m0/ X1;0

1

�
1
0

�

Tot.X��/ W X�1;0˚X0;1 .n m/
X0;0

�
n0

m0

�
X1;0˚X0;�1

(13)

in which upper left and lower right squares are bicartesian. Then H v
0X�� is

admissible if and only ifEX� is admissible if and only if Tot.X��/ is admissible since
all three complexes have isomorphic homology computed in some ambient abelian
category. For Hh

0X�� in place of H v
0X��, the argument is similar. If X�� satisfies

either of the three equivalent conditions (a) - (c), we call the short bicomplex X��
admissible.

An admissible short bicomplex defines an object in the exact category with du-
ality sCxsCx.E/ of admissible short complexes in sCx.E/. If X�� is equipped with
a non-singular symmetric form ', thenH v

0 .X��;'/,H h
0 .X��;'/, and Tot.X��;'/ are
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symmetric spaces in sCx.E/. In this case, the zigzag of quasi-isomorphisms (13)
induces isometries

H0H
v
0 .X��;'/

Š H0.E
X� ;'jEX

�
/

Š!H0.Tot.X��/;'/

of symmetric spaces in E because the forms on H v
0X�� and on Tot.X��/ restrict to

the same form on EX� . Agreement of the two forms restricted to EX� is clear in
degree 0, by definition ofH v

0;0, and it also holds in degrees �1, 1 since a form on an
admissible short complex is determined by its value in degree 0. Summarizing, if
.X�;�;'/ is an admissible short bicomplex equipped with a (non-singular) symmetric
form, then we have canonical isometries

H0H
v
0 .X��;'/ŠH0Tot.X��;'/ŠH0H h

0 .X��;'/:

Proof of theorem 7.2

Write F for the functor .H0;ev1/ WQhsCx.E/!QhE�QE . By Quillen’s theorem
A, it suffices to show that for any pair of objects .R;
IE/ with .R;
/ 2 QhE and
E 2QE , the comma category C D .F #R;
IE/ is (non-empty and) contractible.

An object of C is a triple .X;rX ;eX / where X is a symmetric space X D
.X�;'X / in sCx.E/, which we can assume to be in standard form

X1
iX�X0

i�
X

ı'X0� X�
1 ; 'X D .�;'X0

;1/; (14)

together with maps rX W H0.X�;'X /! .R;
/ and eX W X1 ! E in QhE and QE ,
respectively.

Let C0 � C be the full subcategory of those objects .X;rX ;eX / for which, in the
notation of 4.1, the map eX is eX D .E;1;qX / for a deflation qX of E . Further, let
C00 � C0 be the full subcategory of those objects .X;rX ;eX / for which X1 D 0. We
will show that the inclusions C00 � C0 � C are homotopy equivalences, and that C00
is contractible. This proves that C is contractible, and thus that F is a homotopy
equivalence.

Lemma 7.4 The inclusion C0 � C is a homotopy equivalence.

Proof: Denote J W C0 � C the inclusion. We will construct a functor G W C ! C0,
a natural isomorphism GJ Š idC0 and a natural transformation 1C ! JG. This
implies that the inclusion J W C0 � C is a homotopy equivalence (with inverse G).

Let .X;rX ;eX / be an object of C. The map eX can be written as the composition
eX D .E;1;qX / ı .X1;jX ;1/ where jX W X1 � X2 and qX W E � X2 are inflation
and deflation in E , respectively. The object X2, together with the maps jX and qX
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in E , is uniquely determined, up to canonical isomorphism, by the map eX in QE .
Consider the following short bicomplex BX�� in E

BX�� W X1

m

X2
n

X0˚HX2
m� 

n� 
X�
2

X�
1

where m D
�
iX
jX

0

�
, n D

�
0
1
0

�
, and where  is the form on .X0;'X0

/ ? HX2. The

bicomplex is admissible because Hh
0 .B

X��/ is an admissible short complex. Together
with the form  X which is of standard form in vertical and horizontal direction
and which is  in bidegree .0;0/, the bicomplex BX�� defines a symmetric space
.BX��; X/ in sCxsCx.E/. It follows that Hh

0H
v
0 .B

X��; X / D H v
0H

h
0 .B

X��; X / D
H0.X�;'X /. The functor G we wish to define sends the object .X;rX ;eX / of
C to the object .GX;rX ;qŠX / of C0, where the symmetric space GX in sCx.E/ is
H v
0 .B

X��; X/, and where qŠX D .E;1;qX /.
A map in C from .X;rX ;eX / to .Y;rY ;eY / is a map f W .X�;'X /! .Y�;'Y / in

QhsCx.E/ such that rY ıH0.f /D rX , and eY ıf1 D eX . The map f in QhsCx.E/
is given by a datum

X�
p

� U�
i� Y�

such that the square of maps p, i , p�'X , i�'Y is bicartesian. The equality eY ıf1 D
eX means that there are maps j W U ��1 � X2 and q W Y2 � X2 in E such that the
square of maps jY , q, i��1�Y1

, j is bicartesian, and such that qX D q ı qY and
j ıp��1 ı�X1

D jX . The maps j and q are uniquely determined by these properties.
The image G.f / of f under the functor G W C ! C0 we wish to define is the map
H v
0 .
Qf / obtained by taking vertical homology of the map Qf in QhsCxsCx.E/ given

by the datum

BX��
v� NBU��

u� BY��
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with NBU�� the short bicomplex

NBU�� W U1

m

Y2
n

U0˚Y2˚X�
2

m0

n0

X�
2

U�1

where m D
�
dU

1

jY i1
0

�
, n D

�
0
1
0

�
, m0 D .dU

0
0 ��1j� /, and n0 D .0 0 1/. The bicomplex

is admissible since its horizontal homology is an admissible short complex. In
bidegrees .�1;0/, .0;0/, .1;0/, .0;1/, .0;�1/, the maps v W NBU���BX�� and u W
NBU���BY�� are the maps q, p0˚ q˚ 1, 1, p1, p�1, and 1, i0˚ 1˚ q�, q�, i1, i�1,

respectively. To see that the datum .u;v/ does indeed define a map Qf W .BX��; X /!
.BY��; Y / in QhsCxsCx.E/ we have to verify that  X j NBU

��
D  Y j NBU

��
and that the

square of maps u, v, u� Y , v� X is bicartesian in sCxsCx.E/. Also, to see that
G W C ! C0 defines a functor, we have to verify G.fg/ D G.f / ı G.g/. These
verifications are checked for the horizontal and vertical parts of the bicomplexes
separately. We omit the details.

In order to define the natural transformation 1C ! JG, we will first construct
a non-singular exact form functor sCx.E/ ! sCxsCx.E/ W X� 7! AX�� together
with a natural isometry of form functors X�!H v

0A
X��. The natural transformation

1C! JG will then be H v
0 of a certain natural transformation of bicomplexes.

The functor A�� sends an admissible short complex X1
d1� X0

d0� X�1 to the
bicomplex

AX�� W X1

m

X1
n

X0˚X1˚X�1
m0

n0

X�1

X�1

where m D
�
d1

1
0

�
, n D

�
0
1
0

�
, m0 D .d0 0 1/, and n0 D .0 0 1/. The duality

compatibility isomorphism AX
�

�� ! .AX��/� is the identity in bidegrees .�1;0/, .1;0/,
.0;�1/, .0;1/, and in bidegree .0;0/ it is the mapX�

0˚X��1˚X�
1 !X�

0 ˚X�
1 ˚X��1

which switches the two factors X�
1 and X��1.
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The natural isometry of form functors X� ! H v
0A

X�� is induced by a zig-zag
X��  CX�� ! AX�� of vertical quasi-isomorphisms (that is, H v� -isomorphisms)
of form functors sCx.E/ ! sCxsCx.E/, which yields natural isometries of form
functors X� D H v

0 .X��/
Š H v

0 .C
X��/

Š! H v
0 .A

X��/. Here X�� and CX�� are the
bicomplexes

X�� W 0 CX�� W X1�
d1

1

�

X1
d1

X0
d0

X�1 X1

�
0
1

�
X0˚X1 .d0 0/

X�1

0 0

and in bidegrees .�1;0/, .0;0/, .1;0/, .0;1/, .0;�1/, the maps CX��!X�� and CX�� !
AX�� are the maps �1X1

, .1 �d1/, 1X�1
, 0, 0, and 1X1

,
�
1 0
0 1�d0 0

�
, �1X�1

, 1X1
, 0.

Obviously, X� D H v
0 .X��/. One checks that the two maps of bicomplexes are

vertical quasi-isomorphisms, and that the forms on the functors X� 7! X�� and on
X� 7! AX�� restrict to the same form on X� 7! CX�� .

In view of the natural isometry .X�;'X / Š H v
0 .A

X��;'X /, the natural transfor-
mation 1C ! JG for an object .X;rX ;eX / of C, with X as in (14), is determined
by the QhsCx.E/-map H v

0 .g/ induced by the map g W .AX��;'X / ! .BX��; X / in
QhsCxsCx.E/ given by the datum AX�� �DX�� � BX��, whereDX�� is the bicomplex

DX�� W X1

m

X1
n

X0˚X1˚X�
2

m0

n0

X�
2

X�
1

with differentials m D
�
iX
1
0

�
, n D

�
0
1
0

�
, m0 D .i�X'X0

0 j�

X /, and n0 D .0 0 1/. The

maps DX�� � AX�� and DX�� � BX�� are 1X1
, 1X0

˚ 1X1
˚ j �

X , j �
X , 1X1

, 1X�

1

and jX , 1X0
˚ jX ˚ 1X�

2
, 1X�

2
, 1X1

, 1X�

1
in bidegrees .�1;0/, .0;0/, .1;0/, .0;1/,

.0;�1/, respectively. We omit the details of the verification that H v
0 .g/ defines

a natural transformation 1C ! JG. Finally, we note that the natural isometry
.X�;'/ŠH v

0 .A
X��;'X / defines a natural isomorphism idC0 ŠGJ since for an object

.X;rX ;eX / of C0, we have .BX��; X/D .AX��;'X /.
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Lemma 7.5 The inclusion C00 � C0 is a homotopy equivalence.

Proof: Let J 0 W C00 � C0 be the inclusion functor. We will construct a functor
G0 W C0! C00 and a natural transformation J 0G0! 1C0 such that G0J 0 D idC00 . The
functor G0 sends the object .X;rX ;eX / to .G0X;rX ;0Š/, whereG0X is the symmetric
space

0!H0X�! 0

in sCx.E/ equipped with the form .0;H0.'X /;0/, and where 0Š D .E;1;0/ and eX D
.E;1;qX /. Clearly, we have G0J 0 D idC00 .

For .X;rX ;eX / in C0, the natural transformation J 0G0 ! 1C0 is determined by
the map .G0X;'X/! .X�;'X / inQhsCx.E/ given by the datumG0X � U� �X�
as in the diagram

X� W X1
iX

X0
i�X'X

X�
1

U� W X1

1

X?
1 0

G0X W 0 H0X� 0

where X?
1 is the orthogonal ker.i�X'X0

/ of X1 in .X0;'X0
/, and X1 ! X?

1 ! X0
are the canonical inclusions.

Lemma 7.6 The category C00 is contractible.

Proof: The category C00 has a final object, namely .R;1R;0/, where we consider
R as the complex 0! R! 0 equipped with the form .0;
;0/. It follows that the
category C00 is contractible.

Corollary 7.7 For an exact category with duality E , the non-singular exact form
functor sCx.E/! E �HE W A� 7! A0;.A1;A

��1/ induces a homotopy equivalence
of Grothendieck-Witt spaces. In particular, we have a homotopy equivalence

GW.sCx.E//'GW.E/�K.E/:

Proof: This follows immediately from the additivity theorem forQh (theorem 7.2),
the definition of the Grothendieck-Witt space, and additivity in K-theory ([Qui73],
or theorem 7.2 for hyperbolic categories).
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Proof of theorem 7.1

A non-singular exact form functor .F;'/ W A! B together with a totally isotropic
subfunctor i W G � F induces a non-singular exact form functor F� WA! sCx.B/
into the category of admissible short complexes given by

F� W G
i� F

i]ı O'
� G];

where ] denotes the duality on the functor category ExFun.A;B/, see 3.3.
The additivity form functor sCx.B/! B�HB which gives rise to the homotopy

equivalence in theorem 7.2 has a section B �HB ! sCx.B/ which maps B0 2 B
and .B1;B�1/ 2HB to the short complex

B1

�
0
1
0

�
� B0˚B1˚B��1

.0 0 1/� B��1:

Consider the composition of form functors A! sCx.B/! B�HB! sCx.B/!
B of F�, the additivity form functor, its section, and evaluation in degree 0. It
induces a sequence of functors on hermitian Q-constructions

QhA �!QhsCx.B/ ��!QhB�QB ��!QhsCx.B/ �!QhB

in which the middle two arrows are inverse to each other (up to homotopy), by
the additivity theorem 7.2, so that the composition of the middle two arrows is
homotopic to the identity. The composition of the sequence is .G?=G; N'/˚H.G/,
whereas the composition of the first and the last arrow QhA!QhsCx.B/!QhB
is .F;'/ WQhA!QhB. Since these two compositions are homotopic, we are done.

The same argument works for Grothendieck-Witt spaces in place of the
hermitian Q-constructions; we omit the details.

We conclude the section with an exercise and a remark about the statement of
additivity in hermitian K-theory.

Exercise 7.8 Let E be an exact category, and let E.E/ be the exact category with
duality of exact sequences in E , that is, the fully exact subcategory with duality of
sCx.E/ of those admissible short complexes which have zero homology. Show that
the following functor induces a homotopy equivalence of classifying spaces

QhE.E/ ��!QE W .E�;'/ 7! E�1: (15)

In particular, there is a homotopy equivalence GW.E.E// ��!K.E/:
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Remark 7.9 In view of Quillen’s additivity theorem [Qui73, §3 Theorem 2] in
terms of the category E.E/, the homotopy equivalence (15) seems the more natural
generalization of additivity to hermitianK-theory. Indeed, one can deduce theorems
7.1 and 7.2 from the homotopy equivalence (15), but proving (15) directly doesn’t
seem to be much simpler than proving theorem 7.2. In any case, the formulation in
theorem 7.1 is more useful in applications than the homotopy equivalence (15).

8. Filtering Localization

In this section we prove the “filtering localization theorem” (theorem 8.2) which
will be used in §9 to construct cone categories and non-connective deloopings.

8.1. The s-filtering condition

Recall from [Sch04a] that a fully exact inclusion A� U of exact categories is called
s-filtering if

(a) every map A! U with A 2A factors through an admissible subobject of U
belonging to A,

(b) every map U ! A with A in A factors through an admissible quotient object
of U belonging to A,

(c) for every deflation U � A in U with A in A, there is an inflation B � U

with B 2A such that the composition B! A is a deflation in A, and

(d) for every inflation A� U in U with A in A, there is a deflation U � B with
B 2A such that the composition A! B is an inflation in A.

Items (a) and (b) imply that A is closed under admissible sub-objects and quotient-
objects in U .

Remark 8.1 A fully exact inclusion A � U satisfying only (a) and (b) is called
filtering. For instance, a Serre inclusion of abelian categories is filtering. An
inflation A � U satisfying (d) is called special, as well as a deflation U � A

satisfying (c) is called special. The reason to introduce special inflations and
deflations is to ensure that the inclusion A � U induces a fully faithful functor
on bounded derived categories (a fact we won’t need in this article). For this, (a)
and (b) don’t suffice. The letter “s” in “s-filtering” refers to the special inflations
and deflations in conditions (c) and (d).
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8.2. The exact quotient U=A

Let A � U be an s-filtering inclusion of exact categories. Call a composition of
deflations with kernel in A and inflations with cokernel in A a weak isomorphism.
By definition, weak isomorphisms are closed under composition. They satisfy a
calculus of fractions [Sch04a, Lemma 1.13]. In diagrams, weak isomorphisms are
displayed as �!, inflations with cokernel in A as

��, and deflations with kernel in A
as ��. By [Sch04a, Proposition 1.16], the exact quotient category U=A exists and is
obtained from U by formally inverting the set of weak isomorphisms. A sequence
of U=A is a conflation in U=A if and only if it is isomorphic to the image of a
conflation of U .

Let A � U be a duality preserving s-filtering inclusion of exact categories
with duality. The duality on U induces an exact duality and a natural double
dual identification on the quotient U=A, and we consider U=A equipped with this
structure of an exact category with duality. The sequence of functors

A! U ! U=A
is a sequence of duality preserving exact (form) functors.

The rest of the section is devoted to the proof of the following theorem.

Theorem 8.2 Let A � U be a duality preserving s-filtering inclusion of exact
categories with duality. Assume that A is idempotent complete. Then the sequence
A! U ! U=A induces a homotopy fibration on classifying spaces

Qh.A/ �!Qh.U/�!Qh.U=A/:
Remark 8.3 In theorem 8.2, the map �0Qh.U/ ! �0Q

h.U=A/, that is, the map
W0.U/!W0.U=A/ need not be surjective.

Remark 8.4 Special cases of theorem 8.2 were proved in [Sch04a, theorem 2.1]
(the K-theory version), [PW89, theorem 5.3] (the K-theory version in the split
exact case, see also [CP97] for an alternative proof) and [HS04, theorem 3.5] (the
hermitian K-theory version for split exact categories in which 2 is invertible). Note
that the main theorem in [PW89] is implied by [PW89, theorem 5.3], so that,
replacing [PW89, theorem 5.3] with theorem 8.2, we obtain the hermitian analog
of the main theorem of [PW89] (see also [Ran92] for an L-theory version).

For the rest of this section, A � U will be an s-filtering inclusion of exact
categories, and A will be idempotent complete. Before proving theorem 8.2, we
collect some useful facts about s-filtering inclusions of exact categories.

Lemma 8.5 (a) For any weak isomorphism f WX �! Y in U there is an inflation
s W U �� X with cokernel in A such that f s is an inflation with cokernel in
A.
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(b) Every weak isomorphism f in U is f D pt with t an inflation with cokernel
in A and p a deflation with kernel in A.

(c) A map in U is an isomorphism in U=A iff it is a weak isomorphism.

(d) An object X of U is zero in U=A iff X is in A.

(e) For any diagram X
u� Y

s�
�
Z of inflations in U with coker.s/ in A, there is

a diagram of inflations X
t�
�
W

v�Z with coker.t/ in A such that ut D sv.

(f) A map X ! Y in U is an inflation in U=A iff there is an inflation X0
�� X in

U with cokernel in A such that the composition X0! Y is an inflation in U .

(g) Let f W X ! Y be a map in U such that there is a map g W Y ! Z with gf
an inflation in U . If either X is in A or f is a weak isomorphism, then f is
an inflation.

Proof: Parts (a) and (c) are proved in [Sch04a, Lemma 1.17 (3), (6)].
For part (b), choose an inflation s with cokernel in A as in (a) such that f s is

an inflation with cokernel in A. The map f induces a map from the push-out of f s
along s to the target of f . This map is a deflation whose kernel is coker.s/. Then f
is the composition of the pushout of f s and this deflation.

For part (d), the map 0 ! X is an isomorphism in U=A, hence by part (c) a
weak isomorphism. Then part (a) implies that the cokernel of 0!X is in A.

Part (e) is [Sch04a, Lemma 1.17 (5)] (up to the typographical errors in [Sch04a,
Lemma 1.17 (5)], see the proof given there).

We prove part (f). The map f W X ! Y in U becomes an inflation in U=A if
and only if it is isomorphic in U=A to the image of an inflation f1 WX1 � Y1 of U .
By part (e) and the calculus of fractions w.r.t inflations with cokernel in A, we can
find the following commutative diagram in U

X

f

X0
� �

X1

f1

Y Y0
� �

Y1:

For part (g), assume first that f is a weak isomorphism. By assumption, the
map f is an inflation in the idempotent completion eU of U with cokernel, say N ineU (see 5.1). By part (b), we have f D pt with p a deflation with kernel A in A and

t an inflation with cokernel B in A. Then we have a conflation A
i� B �N in eU .

Choose an object NN of eU such that N ˚ NN is in U . Then B˚ NN is (isomorphic to)
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an object of U . By definition of s-filtering, there is a deflation q W B ˚ NN � C in
U with target in A such that the composition q ı �

i
0

�
is an inflation. On quotients,

we obtain a map N D B=A! C=A such that the square involving B, C , N , C=A
is bicartesian. This induces a conflation B � C ˚N � C=A in eU . The objects B
and C=A are in A (the latter because A � C is an inflation in U and A is closed
under quotient objects in U ). Since the inclusions A� U � eU are extension closed,
C ˚N is in A, and since A is idempotent complete, N is in A.

Finally, assume X in A, then, by the filtering condition, the map f is f D ia
with a a map in A and i an inflation. By the dual of [Sch04a, Lemma 1.17 (1)], a is
an inflation. As a composition of inflations, f is an inflation itself.

Let E be an exact category. We write I.E/ for the exact category of inflations

in E . Objects are inflations X
j

� Y in E , and maps .X0
j0� Y0/ ! .X1

j1� Y1/

are commutative squares in E , that is, they are pairs .f;g/ of maps f W X0 ! X1,
g W Y0 ! Y1 in E such that j1f D gj0. A sequence of inflations is exact if the
corresponding sequences of source objects and target objects are exact in E . This
means that a map .f;g/ W j0! j1 as above is an inflation if and only if f and g are
inflations in E and the canonical map from the push-out of f along j0 to Y1 is an
inflation. Note that I.E/ is equivalent to the exact category E.E/ of conflations in
E .

Lemma 8.6 (a) I.A/� I.U/ is s-filtering

(b) A commutative diagram in U

X0
f0

ox

Y0

o y

X1
f1

Y1

with x and y weak isomorphisms and f0, f1 inflations in U defines a weak
isomorphism in I.U/ from f0 to f1.

(c) The canonical functor I.U/=I.A/ ! I.U=A/ is an equivalence of exact
categories.

Proof: Part (a) was proved in [Sch04a, Lemma 1.17 (4)] in view of the equivalence
I.A/op Š I.Aop/.

For part (b), let P be the push-out of f0 along x, the induced maps being Nf0 W
X1 � P , Nx W Y0 �! P and Ny W P ! Y1. It is clear that .x; Nx/ is a weak isomorphism
from f0 to Nf0 in I.U/. By lemma 8.5 (c), Ny is a weak isomorphism, that is, Ny D
y0 ı y1 ı ��� ı yn with yi an inflation with cokernel in A or a deflation with kernel
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in A. Then .1X1
;yi / defines a map in I.U/ which is an inflation with cokernel in

I.A/ or a deflation with kernel in I.A/ so that .x; Ny/ is a weak isomorphism in
I.U/. This shows part (b).

Finally, by Lemma 8.5 together with part (b), the functor I.U/=I.A/ !
I.U=A/ is essentially surjective. Fully faithfulness follows from the calculus of
fractions and part (b). We omit the details.

Lemma 8.7 Let j W X � Y and s1;s2 W Y �� Z be inflations in U with coker.si /
in A, i D 1;2. Assume that s1j D s2j in U and s1 D s2 in U=A. Then there
are inflations l W X � U and s W U �� Y such that coker.s/ is in A, j D sl and
s1s D s2s in U .

Proof: Since s1 D s2 in U=A, there is an inflation y0 W Y0 �� Y with cokernel in A
such that s1y0 D s2y0 in U . By lemma 8.5 (e) there is an inflation x0 WX0 �� X with
cokernel in A and an inflation j0 W X0 � Y0 in U such that y0j0 D jx0. By lemma
8.6 (b), the map .x0;y0/ is a weak isomorphism in I.U/. By lemmas 8.5 (a) and 8.6
(b), there is an inflation .x1;y1/ in I.U/ with cokernel in I.A/ from j1 W X1 � Y1
to j0 such that the composition .x0x1;y0y1/ is an inflation with cokernel in I.A/.
Let U be the push-out of j1 along x0x1, and s W U ! Y , l W X � U the induced
maps. Then s is an inflation in U since .x0x1;y0y1/ is an inflation in I.U/, and
coker.s/ is 0 in U=A, hence coker.s/ in A, by lemma 8.5 (d).

From now on until the end of the section A � U will be a duality preserving
s-filtering inclusion of exact categories with duality.

Lemma 8.8 (a) Every symmetric space in U=A is isometric to a (possibly
singular) symmetric form .X;'/ in U with ' a weak isomorphism.

(b) A symmetric form .X;'/ in U with ' a weak isomorphism is metabolic in
U=A with Lagrangian L0 � X if and only if there is a weak isomorphism of
conflations in U of the form

L
i

l o

X
p

'o

X=L

o l��

.X=L/� p�

X� i�

L�

such that L is isomorphic to L0 as subobjects of X in U=A.

Proof: For part (a), let Y be an object of U=A (that is, an object of U ), together
with a non-singular symmetric form represented by the fraction  s�1 where s W
Z

�! Y and  W Z �! Y � are weak isomorphisms in U . The equality  s�1 D
. s�1/�� in U=A implies the existence of a weak isomorphism t W X �! Z such
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that  ��st D s� t . Let ' D t�s� t , then .X;'/ is a symmetric form in U with '
a weak isomorphism, and st W .X;'/! .Y; s�1/ defines an isometry in U=A.

For part (b), it is clear that a symmetric form .X;'/ in U for which there is a
diagram as in (b) defines a metabolic space in U=A with Lagrangian L0. For the
other implication, let .X;'/ be a symmetric form in U which is a metabolic space
in U=A with Lagrangian L0 � X . The map L0 � X in U=A is represented by a
fraction is�1 with i WL!X and s W L �! L0 maps in U and s a weak isomorphism.
By lemma 8.5 (f), we can assume i to be an inflation in U . The map i�'i is zero in
U=A so that there is an inflation j W L0 �� L with cokernel in A such that i�'ij D 0
in U . Replacing L with L0 we can assume W L�X to be an inflation in U such that
i�'i D 0 in U . Let p be the quotient map X � X=L. Then the equation i�'i D 0
implies that the map 'i factors as p�l .
Lemma 8.9 The following sequence of abelian groups is exact

W0.A/!W0.U/!W0.U=A/:

Proof: Let .X;'/ be a symmetric space in U which is stably metabolic in U=A.
Then there is a metabolic space .M;�/ in U=A such that .X;'/ ? .M;�/ is
metabolic in U=A. By lemma 8.8 (a), we can assume .M;�/ to be a symmetric
form in U with � a weak isomorphism. The symmetric space .M;��/ is also
metabolic with same Lagrangian as .M;�/, so that the sum of metabolic spaces
.X;'/? .M;�/? .M;��/ is metabolic in U=A.

We have the classical isometry in U=A��1 1
� 0

� W .M;��/? .M;�/ Š�!H�.M/D .M ˚M �;
�
� 1
� 0

�
/

which shows that the symmetric space .Y; /D .X;'/?H�.M/ in U is metabolic
in U=A. By lemma 8.8 (b), there is an inflation i WL� Y in U such that i� i D 0
in U and such that the canonical map L! .Y=L/� Š L? is a weak isomorphism.
By lemma 8.5 (g), L! L? is an inflation with cokernel A in A. Since H�.M/ is
metabolic in U , we have inW0.U/ the equalities ŒX;'�D ŒY; �D ŒL?=L; N � which
is in the image of the map W0.A/!W0.U/ because L?=L is in A.

For an exact category with duality E , let Qh
mE � QhE be the full subcategory

of metabolic spaces in E . For an s-filtering duality preserving inclusion A � U
of exact categories with duality, let Qh

AU � QhU be the full subcategory of those
symmetric spaces .X;'/ in U for which there is a map .A;˛/! .X;'/ inQhU with
A in A. Note that we have inclusions Qh

mU �Qh
AU �QhU .

Lemma 8.10 On homotopy groups, the inclusions Qh
mU � Qh

AU � QhU and
Qh
m.U=A/ ! Qh.U=A/ induce monomorphisms on �0 and isomorphisms on �i ,

i � 1.
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Proof: Consider the abelian monoid of isomorphism classes of those symmetric
spaces in U which are the objects of Qh

AU . We denote by WA.U/ the quotient
monoid of this monoid by the submonoid of metabolic spaces. As for W0.U/, the
monoid WA.U/ is actually a group, and an element ŒX;'� in WA.U/ is zero if and
only if it is stably metabolic. The map WA.U/! W0.U/ W ŒX;'� 7! ŒX;'� is thus
injective. As in proposition 4.8, one shows that the map WA.U/ ! �0Q

h
AU W

ŒX;'� 7! ŒX;'� is well-defined and an isomorphism. It follows that the maps
�0Q

h
mU ! �0Q

h
AU ! �0Q

hU are injective (the first is because �0Qh
mU D 0).

Let Qh
smU � QhU and Qh

smAU � Qh
AU be the full subcategories of stably

metabolic objects. They are the connected components of QhU and Qh
AU , so that

the inclusions Qh
smU �QhU and Qh

smAU �Qh
AU induce isomorphisms in �i , i �

1. The full inclusions Qh
mU � Qh

smAU and Qh
mU � Qh

smU induce isomorphisms
on �i , i � 1 by the strong cofinality lemma 4.15. We conclude that the sequence of
inclusions Qh

mU �Qh
AU �QhU induces isomorphisms on �i for i � 1. Similarly,

Qh
m.U=A/ ! Qh.U=A/ is a monomorphism on �0 and an isomorphism on �i ,

i � 1.
The quotient functor U ! U=A maps Qh

AU into the subcategory Qh
m.U=A/ of

metabolic objects of Qh.U=A/. In fact, Qh
AU is precisely the full subcategory of

QhU of those objects which have image in Qh
m.U=A/ (in view of lemmas 8.8 (b)

and 8.5 (g)).
Theorem 8.2 follows from lemmas 8.9, 8.10 and the following proposition the

proof of which will occupy the rest of the section.

Proposition 8.11 Let A � U be a duality preserving s-filtering inclusion of exact
categories with duality. Assume that A is idempotent complete. Then the sequence
A! U ! U=A induces a homotopy fibration on classifying spaces

Qh.A/ �!Qh
A.U/�!Qh

m.U=A/:

Proof: Let 
 be the functor Qh
A.U/�!Qh

m.U=A/ induced by the localization
functor U ! U=A. In order to identify the homotopy fibre of 
, we will use theorem
B of Quillen. We will show that for a map g WM ! N in Qh

m.U=A/, the induced
functor g� W .N # 
/! .M # 
/ is a homotopy equivalence on classifying spaces.
Since every object in Qh

m.U=A/ is metabolic, every object is the target of a map
from 0. Thus it suffices to show that g� is a homotopy equivalence for g W 0! N .
Recall that the category .N # 
/ has objects pairs .X;˛/withX an object ofQh

A.U/
and ˛ W N ! 
X a map in Qh

m.U=A/. Maps from .X;˛/ to .Y;ˇ/ correspond to
maps s W X ! Y in Qh

A.U/ such that ˇ D 
.s/ ı ˛. Composition is composition of
the maps s in Qh

A.U/.
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Consider the following diagram of categories and functors

Eg
p

�

.N #o 
/ iN
.N#
/

g�

Qh.A/ .0#o 
/ i0
.0#
/;

(16)

where the categories and functors are as follows.

	 The functor iN is the inclusion of the full subcategory .N #o 
/ of .N#
/
whose objects are those pairs .X;˛/ for which ˛ is an isomorphism. Note that
Qh.A/ D .0 #o 
/ since Qh.A/ � Qh

A.U/ is the full subcategory of objects
which are isomorphic to 0 in Qh.U=A/.

	 The category Eg has objects the pairs .a;˛/with a W A!X a map inQh
A.U/,

A 2 Qh.A/, and ˛ W N ! 
X an isomorphism in Qh.U=A/ such that g D
˛�1
.a/ where 
A is identified with 0 via the unique isomorphism 0! 
A

in Qh.U=A/. A map .a;˛/! .b W B ! Y;ˇ/ is a pair of maps c W A! B

and s W X ! Y in Qh
A.U/ such that sa D bc and ˇ D 
.s/˛. Composition is

composition of the individual maps of the pairs.

	 The functor p W Eg ! .N #o 
/ sends .a W A! X;˛/ to .X;˛/.

	 The functor � WEg !Qh.A/ sends .a WA! X;˛/ to A.

There is a natural transformation of functors i0 ı � ! g� ı iN ıp given by

i0 ı �.a W A! X;˛/D .A;0/ a�! g� ı iN ıp.a;˛/D .X;˛ ıg/:

Thus, on classifying spaces, the diagram commutes up to homotopy. The proof
of proposition 8.11 is complete once we show that iN (hence i0), p and � induce
homotopy equivalences on classifying spaces.

Lemma 8.12 For every object N of Qh
m.U=A/, the full inclusion

iN W .N #o 
/! .N # 
/

is a homotopy equivalence on classifying spaces.

Proof: The lemma follows from theorem A of Quillen once we show that for all
objects .X;˛/ of .N # 
/, the comma category C D .iN # .X;˛// is contractible.
The map ˛ W N ! 
X is represented by a totally isotropic subspace L0 � X of
X in U=A together with an isometry L?

0 =L0 Š N in U=A. By the calculus of
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fractions, lemmas 8.5 (a) and (f), we can assume that L0 � X is actually a totally
isotropic subspace of X in U . This shows that C is non-empty, as L?

0 =L0 together
with the canonical map inQhU to X and the isometry L?

0 =L0 ŠN in U=A defines
an object of C.

The comma category C is equivalent to the category with objects the totally
isotropic subspaces L � X in U such that L is isomorphic, as a subobject of X in
U=A, to L0. There is a (unique) map L! L0 in C if L0 � L. Using the calculus
of fractions for the set of weak isomorphisms and lemma 8.5 (a), we see that C
is a filtering category so that the classifying space of C is contractible [Qui73, §1
Corollary 2].

Lemma 8.13 The functor p W Eg ! .N #o 
/ is a homotopy equivalence on
classifying spaces.

Proof: In view of Quillen’s theorem A it suffices to show that for any object .X;˛/
of .N #o 
/, the comma category C D .p # .X;˛// is contractible. An object of C
is a sequence A

a! U
s! X of composable maps a, s in Qh

A.U/ with A 2 Qh.A/
and s an isomorphism in Qh.U=A/ such that 
.sa/ D ˛g. A map from .a;s/ to

B
b! V

t! X is a pair of maps c W A! B, r W U ! V in Qh
A.U/ such that ra D bc

and s D t r . Composition is composition of commutative diagrams in Qh
A.U/.

Let J W C0 � C be the full subcategory of those sequences which are of the form

A
a!X

1!X . The functor G W C! C0 which sends an object .a;s/ to .s ıa;id / and
a map .c;r/ to .c;idX / is a homotopy inverse to J because GJ D id and because
.id;s/ W .a;s/! .s ı a;id / defines a natural transformation id ! JG.

The category C0 is non-empty and filtered, and thus contractible, by exactly the
same arguments as in the proof of lemma 8.12. In detail, the map ˛g W 0! X in
Qh.U=A/ is represented by a Lagrangian L0 of X in U=A which, by lemmas 8.5
(a) and (f), we can assume to be a totally isotropic subspace L0 of X in U such that
the quotient L?

0 =L0 is in A. The category C0 is equivalent to the category whose
objects are totally isotropic subspaces L � X in U such that L is isomorphic to L0
as subobjects of X in U=A. Maps are inclusions of totally isotropic subspaces. This
category is filtered by the calculus of fractions and lemma 8.5 (a).

The rest of this section is devoted to proving the following lemma which
completes the proof of proposition 8.11 and thus of theorem 8.2.

Lemma 8.14 The functor � W Eg ! Qh.A/ is a homotopy equivalence on
classifying spaces.

Proof: Again, the lemma follows from theorem A of Quillen, once we show that
for all objects A of Qh.A/, the comma category C D .A # �/ is contractible. The

category C has objects .A
b! B

u! X;N
s! 
X/ with b, u maps in Qh

A.U/, B 2
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Qh.A/ and s an isomorphism in Qh.U=A/ such that 
.u/ D sg. A map from
.b;u;s/ to .A

c! C
v! Y;t/ is a pair of maps a W B ! C and w W X ! Y in

Qh
A.U/ such that c D ab, va D wu and t D 
.w/s. Composition is composition of

commutative diagrams in Qh
A.U/.

Let J W C0 � C be the full subcategory of objects .b;u;s/ with b D idA. The
functor G W C ! C0 which sends an object .b;u;s/ to .id;ub;s/ and a map .a;w/
to .idA;w/ is a homotopy inverse of J because GJ D id and because the map
.b;idX / W .idA;ub;s/! .b;u;s/ defines a natural transformation of functors JG!
id . We will show that C0 is a non-empty filtered (projective) system, so that C0 and
hence C will be contractible.

Omitting the information b D idA, the objects of C0 are pairs .A
u!X;N

s! 
X/

with u a map in Qh
A.U/ and s an isomorphism in Qh.U=A/ such that 
.u/ D sg.

The category C0 is non-empty by the following argument. By lemma 8.8 (a), there
is a weak isomorphism of conflations

L
�i

�l o

N
�p

�o

N=L

o �l��

.N=L/� p�

N � i�

L�

(17)

such that i W L � N defines a Lagrangian in U=A representing the map g W 0! N .
Consider the admissible short complex (centered in degree 0)

N� W L

��i
l

�
� N ˚ .N=L/� � 0

equipped with the symmetric form  which in degree 0 is
�
� p�

�p 0

�
. The form  W

N� ! N �� is a quasi-isomorphism since its cone is isomorphic to the cone of (17)
which is acyclic. We therefore obtain a symmetric space H0.N�; / in U which
turns out to be metabolic with Lagrangian .N=L/� and thus defines a map h W 0!
H0.N�; / in QhU . More precisely, the inclusion of the Lagrangian .N=L/� into
H0.N�; / is H0 of the map of short complexes .N=L/� ! N� where .N=L/�
denotes the complex concentrated in degree 0 where it is .N=L/�. The map of
complexes .N=L/� ! N� is the canonical inclusion of .N=L/� into N ˚ .N=L/�
in degree 0. Furthermore, the canonical inclusion of N into N ˚ .N=L/� induces a
map of complexes N !N�, where, again, N is concentrated in degree 0. This map
of complexes is a quasi-isomorphism in U=A. It induces an isometry s W .N;�/ Š
H0.N�; / in U=A under which the Lagrangian .N=L/� corresponds to L � N .
Since 
AD 0, the pair

. A
1A?h�! A?H0.N�; /; N

s�! 
H0.N�; / /
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defines an object of C0. This shows that the category C0 is non-empty. The fact that
C0 is a filtered projective system is shown in lemmas 8.16 and 8.17 below.

In order to reduce the proof of lemma 8.16 to AD 0, we need the following.

Lemma 8.15 For any map a W A ! X in QhU with A 2 QhA there are maps
l W 0 ! M , t W A ? M ! X in QhU such that a D t ı .idA ? l/ and 
.t/ is an
isomorphism in Qh.U=A/.
Proof: Let ˛ and ' be the forms on A and X , respectively. The map A

a! X

in QhU is represented by a datum A
p

� U? � X such that ker.p/ D U and
˛jU? D 'jU? . By the s-filtering property, there is an admissible subobject B 2 A
of U? such that the composition B � U? � A is a deflation. Let C 2 A be the
kernel of the composition B � A. It is an admissible subobject of U , and thus
totally isotropic in X and defines a map t W .C?=C;�/! .X;'/ in QhU , where �
is the (unique non-singular) form induced by ' via C?. Since C is an object of A,
the map t is an isomorphism in Qh.U=A/.

The two chains of inclusions C � B;U � U? � C? from C to C? induce a
commutative diagram

B=C

Š
i0

i

U?=U U?=C C?=C

in U in which all maps are compatible with forms (since all of them are induced by
'). The lower row defines a map .A;˛/! .C?=C;�/ in QhU . Since the form ˛

on B=C D A is non-singular, the maps i0 and i have retractions r0 D ˛�1i��0 and
r D ˛�1i�� , where �0 is the restriction of � to U?=C . Let q0 D i0r0 and q D ir be
the corresponding projectors. Then the lower row decomposes as the direct sum of
AD imq0 D imq and the map l W 0!M in QU represented by the datum

0� im.�q0C 1U?=C /�M WD im.�qC 1C?=C /

(which is isomorphic to 0 � U?=B � C?=B). Under this decomposition, the
form � corresponds to the orthogonal sum of ˛ and � WD j ��j , where j W M D
im.�q C 1C?=C / � C?=C is the canonical inclusion. The form .M;�/ is non-
singular since .A;˛/ ? .M;�/ Š .C?=C;�/ is non-singular. The map l W 0 !
.M;�/ in QhU satisfies aD t ı .idA ? l/, by construction.

Lemma 8.16 Let ui W A! Xi , i D 1;2, be two maps in Qh.U/ with A an object
of QhA. Assume that there is an isomorphism s W 
X1 Š! 
X2 in Qh.U=A/ such
that s
.u1/D 
.u2/ in Qh.U=A/. Then there are maps u W A! V and si W V ! Xi
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in QhU such that siu D ui , s
.s1/ D 
.s2/, and such that si is an isomorphism in
Qh.U=A/, i D 1;2.
Proof: By lemma 8.15, we can assume A D 0. Let ui be represented by the
Lagrangians ai W Li � Xi . By the calculus of fractions, there are inflations
bi WL �� Li with cokernel in A such that s ı a1b1 D a2b2 in U=A.

By the following argument, we can assume bi W L� Li to be split injective, that
is, to have a retraction. By the s-filtering condition, there are admissible subobjects
Bi � Li with Bi in A such that Bi � Li=L is a deflation in A. Its kernel Ci D
ker.Bi � Li=L/ is an object of A and a subobjects of L. By the filtering condition,
we can choose an admissible subobject C of L in A such that C1;C2 � C � L. Let
C?i �Xi be the orthogonal of C in Xi . Then ui factors as 0! C?i=C ! Xi , and
C?i=C ! Xi is an isomorphism in Qh.U=A/. Moreover, the map 0! C?i=C is
represented by the Lagrangian Li=C � C?i=C . The inflation L=C � Li=C in U
is split injective because the quotient map Li=C � Li=L has a section since the
composition Bi=Ci � Li=Ci � Li=C � Li=L is an isomorphism. Replacing
Xi , Li and L by C?i=C , Li=C , L=C , we can assume L �� Li to be split injective.

Next, we will show that we can assume bi W L� Li to be the identity map. For
that, let Ai 2 A be a complement of L in Li so that we have isomorphisms Li Š
L˚Ai under which the inclusion L � Li corresponds to the canonical inclusion
L� L˚Ai of L into the first factor. We consider Ai embedded into Li D L˚Ai
via the canonical inclusion into the second factor. Let A?

i � Xi be the orthogonal
of Ai in Xi , and let Yi be the symmetric space A?

i =Ai with form induced by Xi .
Then the map ui in QhU factors as 0 ! Yi ! Xi where 0 ! Yi is given by the
Lagrangian Li=Ai D L � Yi , and where the map Yi ! Xi is an isomorphism in
Qh.U=A/. Thus, in order to prove the lemma, we can assume ui W 0! Xi to be
given by Lagrangians ai W Li �Xi with L1 D L2 D L.

By assumption, the map s W 
.X1/! 
.X2/ is an isometry in U=A which fixes
L. By the calculus of fractions, we can find weak isomorphisms ti W Y �! Xi
in U such that the forms on X1 and X2 restrict to the same form on Y , the two
compositions Y ! Xi ! X�

i ! L� agree, and s D t2t�11 in U=A. Since sa1 D a2,
hence t�11 a1 D t�12 a2 in U=A, lemma 8.5 allows us to find inflations j W N � L

and a WN � Y in U such that aij D tia and such that the cokernel of j is in A. By
lemma 8.6 (b), the pairs .j;ti / define weak isomorphisms in I.U/, so that by lemma
8.5 (a) we can precompose them with a weak isomorphism so that the compositions
are inflations in I.U/ with cokernel in I.A/. Thus, we can assume .j;ti / to be
inflations in I.U/ with cokernel in I.A/, so that the natural maps Z WD Y tN L!
Xi are inflations in U (with cokernels in A). The forms on Xi , i D 1;2 restrict to the
same form on Z since the two compositions Y �Xi ! X�

i ! L�, i D 1;2, agree,
and the forms on Xi restrict to the same form in Y . It follows that the orthogonal of
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Z in Xi is independent of i D 1;2 as it is the kernel of the formZ!Z�. The forms
on Xi induce a non-singular symmetric form on V D Z=Z? which is independent
of i D 1;2, since their restrictions to Z agree. The Lagrangian L=Z? � Z=Z?
defines a map u W 0! V in QhU , and we have maps si W V ! Xi in QhU given
by the datum V D Z=Z? � Z � Xi such that siu D ui , and s ı 
.s1/ D 
.s2/.
Moreover, si is an isomorphism in Qh.U=A/.
Lemma 8.17 Let x W A ! X , ui W X ! Y , i D 1;2 be maps in Qh.U/ with A
in QhA and 
.ui / isomorphisms in Qh.U=A/ satisfying u1x D u2x and 
.u1/ D

.u2/. Then there are maps z W A! Z, v W Z ! X in Qh.U/ such that 
.v/ is an
isomorphism in Qh.U=A/, u1v D u2v, and x D vz.

Proof: Let ˛, ' and  be the forms on A, X and Y . The maps x W A ! X and

ui WX ! Y inQhU are represented by diagrams A
p

� V
j

�X and X
qi� Ui

si� Y .

The compositions uix are represented by diagrams A
p Nqi�Wi

si
Nji� Y , where Wi is the

pull-back of j along the deflation qi with Nqi W Wi � V and Nji W Wi � Ui the
induced maps. The assumption that u1x D u2x in QhU implies the existence of an
isomorphism g WW1! W2 such that s1 Nj1 D s2 Nj2g and p Nq1 D p Nq2g. Replacing Nj2
and Nq2 with Nj2g and Nq2g, we can assume W1 D W2 DW W and g D idW , so that
s1 Nj1 D s2 Nj2 and p Nq1 D p Nq2. The maps x, ui and their compositions are depicted in
the following diagram

W
Nji

Nqi o
Ui

qio

si

� Y

V

p

j
X

A:

In U=A, we have the two equations j Nqi D .qis
�1
i / ı .si Nji /, i D 1;2, in which the

right-hand side is independent of i (in U=A, we have q1s�1
1 D q2s�1

2 since u1 D u2).
Since j is an inflation in U=A, this implies that Nq1 D Nq2 in U=A. By the dual of
Lemma 8.7, we can therefore write p as a composition p2 ı p1 with p1 W V � NV
and p2 W NV � A deflations, ker.p1/ in A and p1 Nqi independent of i � 1;2. Since
ker.p1/ � ker.p/, we obtain a symmetric space NZ D ker.p1/?=ker.p1/ equipped
with the form induced by the form ' on X . In QhU , the map x W A! X factors
as A! NZ ! X , where the the individual maps are given by the data A � NV D
V=ker.p1/� ker.p1/?=ker.p1/D NZ and NZ � ker.p1/? �X . Note that NZ!X

is an isomorphism in Qh.U=A/, so that (for the purpose of the lemma), replacing
X by NZ allows us to assume Nq1 D Nq2 in the diagram above. Since s1 Nj1 D s2 Nj2, and
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since Ui is the orthogonal of ker. Nq1/D ker. Nq2/ in Y , we can also assume U1 D U2,
Nj1 D Nj2 and s1 D s2 in the diagram above.

The equality u1 D u2 of isomorphisms in Qh.U=A/ implies that q1 ı s�1
1 D

q2 ı s�1
2 in U=A. Since we assume s1 D s2, this implies q1 D q2 in U=A. In U ,

the compositions j �'qi are independent of i D 1;2 since their composition with the
inflation Nq1� D Nq2� is Nj �

i  s
�
i which is independent of i . Another application of the

dual of Lemma 8.7 yields a factorization of j �' into r2 ı r1 where r1 WX � NX and
r2 W NX � V � are deflations, ker.r1/ is in A and r1qi is independent of i . As above
ker.r1/ � ker.p/ D ker.j �'/ so that the map x W A! X in QhU factors as A

z!
Z D ker.r1/?=ker.r1/

v! X . Since ker.r1/ is in A, the map v is an isomorphism in
Qh.U=A/. By construction, we have u1v D u2v.

Corollary 8.18 Let A � U be a duality preserving s-filtering inclusion of exact
categories with duality. Assume that A is idempotent complete. Then the sequence
A! U ! U=A induces a homotopy fibration of Grothendieck-Witt spaces

GW.A/�!GW.U/�!GW.U=A/:
Proof: In view of the definition of the Grothendieck-Witt space, this follows from
theorem 8.2 and its K-theory analog [Sch04a, Theorem 2.1] which is theorem 8.2
applied to the sequence of hyperbolic categories HA!HU !H.U=A/.

9. Cone and Suspension in Hermitian K-theory

In §8, we constructed an exact category with duality U=A associated with a duality
preserving s-filtering inclusion A � U , and we obtained a homotopy fibration of
Grothendieck-Witt spaces induced by the sequence A ! U ! U=A (when A is
idempotent complete). Unfortunately, the s-filtering condition is rather artificial,
and it is rarely present in applications. The aim of this section is to construct an exact
category with duality C.U ;A/ which plays the role of a quotient U=A in hermitian
K-theory and which is attached to any duality preserving fully exact inclusion A�
U of idempotent complete exact categories with duality. The category C.U ;A/,
called cone of A � U , contains U , and the sequence A! U ! C.U ;A/ induces a
homotopy fibration in hermitian K-theory (see theorem 9.7).

We begin with constructing the category C0.U ;A/ a localization of which will
be the cone category C.U ;A/.

9.1. The category C0.U ;A/

Let A � U be a duality preserving fully exact inclusion of exact categories with
duality (2.1 and 3.2). As in §8, we will depict inflations in U with cokernel in A as
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��, deflations in U with kernel in A as
��, and compositions of these two types of

maps as �! in diagrams.
We define a category C0.U ;A/. Its objects are commutative diagrams in U of

the form

U0
�

o

U1
�

o

U2
�

o

U3
�

o

���

U 0 U 1
�

U 2
�

U 3
� ����

(18)

such that

(a) for all n 
 m 2 N, the maps Un
�� Um and Um �� U n are inflations with

cokernel in A and deflations with kernel in A, respectively, and

(b) there is a k 2N such that for all n 2N, the maps Un
�� U nCk are inflations

with cokernel in A, and the maps UnCk
�� U n are deflations with kernel in

A.

Maps in C0.U ;A/ are natural transformations of diagrams. We will abbreviate such
a diagram as .U�

u! U �/, where U� W N ! U W n 7! Un is the functor representing
the first row, U � W Nop ! U W n 7! U n is the functor representing the second
row, and u is the matrix .uji / of maps uji W Ui ! U j in U , i;j 2 N, such that
Ui ! Uj ! U k! U l is Ui ! U l whenever i 
 j , and l 
 k.

It is clear that C0.U ;A/ is an additive category. Declare a sequence in C0.U ;A/
to be exact if it is exact at each of the Ui and U j spots. To see that this makes
C0.U ;A/ into an exact category, we consider it as a full subcategory of the functor
category Fun.N ;U/ (which itself is an exact category, see 3.4) where N denotes
the totally ordered set NtNop in which every element of Nop is greater than every
element of N. Since inflations with cokernel in A and deflations with kernel in A
are closed under extensions in the exact category of morphisms in U , the category
C0.U ;A/ is closed under extensions in Fun.N ;U/. This shows that the choice of
exact sequences above makes C0.U ;A/ into an exact category.

The category N is a category with duality where the duality interchanges N and
Nop so that the double dual identification is the identity. Therefore, the category
of functors Fun.N ;U/ is canonically equipped with an exact duality (see 3.4). The
full subcategory C0.U ;A/ is closed under this duality, so that, by restriction of the
duality, we equip C0.U ;A/ with the induced structure of an exact category with
duality. This means that the dual of an object U D .U�

u! U �/ of C0.U ;A/ is

U � D ..U �/� u�

! .U�/�/.
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The constant diagram functor C W U ! C0.U ;A/ which sends an object U of U
to the diagram CU D .U 1! U / of the form (18) in which all maps are the identity
on U , is fully faithful, exact, reflects exactness and is duality preserving.

9.2. The hermitian cone C.U ;A/

For an object U D .U�
u! U �/ of C0.U ;A/ given by diagram (18), we can forget

the upper left corner U0. This gives us a new object UŒ1� D .U�C1
uŒ1�! U �/ where

.U�C1/n D UnC1 and .uŒ1�/ji D uj;iC1. We have a canonical map eŒ1� W U ! UŒ1�
induced by the structure maps of U� and the identity on U �. Similarly, forgetting the

lower left corner U 0 in diagram (18) defines a new object U Œ1� D .U�
uŒ1�

! U �C1/ and
a canonical map eŒ1� W U Œ1� ! U , where .U �C1/n D U nC1. We define the objects
UŒk� and U Œk� iteratively by the formulas UŒk� D .UŒk�1�/Œ1� and U Œk� D .U Œk�1�/Œ1�.
For i D 1;::;k, composition of the canonical maps eŒ1� W UŒi�1� ! UŒi� yields a
map eŒk� W U ! UŒk�, and similarly the maps eŒ1� W U Œi� ! U Œi�1� define a map
eŒk� W U Œk�! U for k 2N. Note that .U Œi�/Œj � D .UŒj �/Œi� and that the diagram

U Œi�
eŒi�

eŒj �

U

eŒj �

U
Œi�

Œj � eŒi�
UŒj �

commutes. Clearly, the assignments U 7! U Œk� and U 7! UŒl� are functorial for
objects in C0.U ;A/, and the canonical maps eŒk� W U ! UŒk� and eŒk� W U Œk� ! U

are natural transformations.

Definition 9.1 Let A � U be a duality preserving fully exact inclusion of exact
categories with duality. The category C.U ;A/, called cone of A � U , is the
localization of C0.U ;A/ with respect to the set of maps eŒi�.U / W U ! UŒi� and
eŒi�.U / W U Œi�! U , for U 2 C0.U ;A/ and i 2N. In detail, the category C.U ;A/ has
objects the objects of C0.U ;A/, and morphism sets

homC.U ;A/.U;V /D colimi;j2N homC0.U ;A/. U
Œi�; VŒj � /

for objects U , V of C0.U ;A/, where the colimit is taken over the projective system
���U Œ3� ! U Œ2� ! U Œ1� ! U and over the inductive system V ! VŒ1� ! VŒ2� !
VŒ3� ! ���. Composition of maps is defined as follows. If the maps Œf � W U ! V

and Œg� W V ! W in C.U ;A/ are represented by the maps f W U Œi� ! VŒj � and
g W V Œk� ! WŒl� in C0.U ;A/, their composition Œg� ı Œf � is represented by the map
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gŒj �ıf Œk� W U ŒiCk�! V
Œk�

Œj �
!WŒlCj �. Note that the identity map U ! U in C.U ;A/

is represented by any of the maps eŒi� W U ! UŒi� and eŒj � W U Œj � ! U in C0.U ;A/.
Therefore, the maps U ! UŒi� and U Œj �! U in C.U ;A/ represented by eŒi� and eŒj �

are isomorphisms in C.U ;A/ with inverses UŒi� ! U and U ! U Œj � represented
by 1 W UŒi� ! UŒi� and 1 W U Œj � ! U Œj �. The identity on objects and morphisms
defines a functor C0.U ;A/! C.U ;A/ which satisfies the universal property of the
localization of C0.U ;A/ with respect to the set of maps U ! UŒi� and U Œj � ! U ,
where i;j 2 N and U runs through the objects of C0.U ;A/. Note that, since the
maps eŒi� and eŒj � are epic and monic, respectively, the functor C0.U ;A/! C.U ;A/
is faithful.

We define a sequence in C.U ;A/ to be a conflation if and only if it is isomorphic
in C.U ;A/ to the image under the localization functor C0.U ;A/ ! C.U ;A/ of a
conflation of C0.U ;A/. Moreover, the duality on C0.U ;A/ defines a duality on
C.U ;A/ such that the functor C0.U ;A/! C.U ;A/ is duality preserving.

Lemma 9.2 Let A � U be a duality preserving fully exact inclusion of exact
categories with duality. Then the cone category C.U ;A/ is an exact category with
duality.

Proof: We first show that the functor C0.U ;A/ ! C.U ;A/ sends push-outs of
arbitrary maps along inflations to cocartesian squares and pull-backs of arbitrary
maps along deflations to cartesian squares. We will only prove the first statement,
the second being dual. Consider a cocartesian square in C0.U ;A/

U
a

b

V

Nb
W

Na
X

with a an inflation. Let Œf � W V ! Y and Œg� W W ! Y be maps in C.U ;A/
represented by the maps f W V Œi�! YŒj � and g WW Œk�! YŒl� in C0.U ;A/ such that
Œg� ı Œb� D Œf � ı Œa� in C.U ;A/. Composing and pre-composing f and g with the
appropriate eŒn� and eŒn� (this doesn’t change the classes Œf � and Œg�), we can assume
i D k and j D l . Since C0.U ;A/ ! C.U ;A/ is faithful, we have a commutative
diagram in C0.U ;A/

U Œi�
aŒi�

bŒi�

V Œi�

NbŒi�

f

W Œi�

g

NaŒi�

X Œi�

YŒj �:
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The upper left square is cocartesian in C0.U ;A/ because the functor U 7! U Œi� is
exact. The universal property of push-out squares yields a map h W X Œi� ! YŒj � in
C0.U ;A/ such that f D h ı NbŒi� and g D h ı NaŒi�. The map h represents a map
Œh� W X ! Y in C.U ;A/ such that Œf � D Œh� ı Œ Nb� and Œg� D Œh� ı Œ Na�. To show
uniqueness of the map Œh�, consider a diagram in C0.U ;A/ of the form

U Œi�
aŒi�

bŒi�

V Œi�

NbŒi�

0
W Œi�

0

NaŒi�

X Œi�

h

YŒj �

which commutes in C.U ;A/. Since C0.U ;A/ ! C.U ;A/ is faithful, the diagram
also commutes in C0.U ;A/. But then h D 0 because the upper left square is
cocartesian in C0.U ;A/.

Now we are ready to check the axioms 2.1 (a) – (f) for C.U ;A/. Axiom (a) is
satisfied because in a conflation (1), Z is the push-out of X ! 0 along i , and X is
the pull-back of 0!Z along p, and – as we have seen – this property is preserved
under the localization functor C0.U ;A/! C.U ;A/.

Axiom (b) holds by definition. Axiom (c) can be proved as follows. Given
inflations a W U � V and b W W � X in C0.U ;A/ and an isomorphism Œf � W
V ! W in C.U ;A/ with inverse Œg� W W ! V represented by g W W Œi�! VŒj �. Let
Y be the push-out in C0.U ;A/ of g along bŒi�. As we have seen, X Œi� ! Y is an
isomorphism in C.U ;A/ since Œg� is. We have a commutative diagram in C.U ;A/

U
a

o
V

Œf �

o
W

b
X

UŒj �
aŒj �

VŒj � W Œi�
bŒi�g

�

o

X Œi�

o

�
Y

in which the solid arrows are maps in C0.U ;A/, solid squares commute in C0.U ;A/,
arrows labeled with � are isomorphisms in C.U ;A/, the dashed arrow is a map in
C.U ;A/ and the non-labeled vertical maps are the maps eŒi� and eŒj �. This shows
that Œb�ı Œf �ı Œa� is an inflation in C.U ;A/ because the diagram displays it as being
isomorphic in C.U ;A/ to the image of the inflation UŒj � � Y . By a dual argument,
deflations are closed under composition in C.U ;A/.
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Axiom (d) can be proved as follows. Let Œf � W U ! W and Œg� W U ! V be
maps in C.U ;A/ with Œf � an inflation. Changing Œf � up to isomorphism, we can
assume Œf � to be represented by an inflation f W U � W of C0.U ;A/. Let Œg� be
represented by g W U Œi� ! VŒj � in C0.U ;A/. Consider the commutative diagram in
C.U ;A/

V

o
U

Œg� f
W

VŒj � U Œi�
g f Œi�

o

W Œi�:

o

As we have seen, the push-out of f Œi� along g in C0.U ;A/ induces a cocartesian
diagram in C.U ;A/. Therefore, the push-out of Œf � along Œg� exists in C.U ;A/.
It is an inflation in C.U ;A/ as it is isomorphic to the push-out of f Œi� along g in
C0.U ;A/. A dual argument shows axiom (e). Axiom (f) holds in C.U ;A/ since it
holds in C0.U ;A/. Summarizing, we have shown that C.U ;A/ is an exact category.

The exact duality on C0.U ;A/ satisfies .U Œi�/� D .U �/Œi�, .UŒi�/� D .U �/Œi�,
.eŒi�.U //

� D eŒi�.U �/ and .eŒi�.U //� D eŒi�.U
�/. Therefore, it induces an exact

duality functor on C.U ;A/ such that the localization functor C0.U ;A/! C.U ;A/ is
duality preserving.

Lemma 9.3 The constant diagram functor C W U ! C.U ;A/ is fully faithful,
preserves and reflects exactness, and is duality preserving. It makes U into an s-
filtering subcategory of C.U ;A/.
Proof: From the definition of C.U ;A/ it is clear that the functor U ! C.U ;A/ is
fully faithful, exact and duality preserving. We claim that if an object X of C.U ;A/
is isomorphic in C.U ;A/ to a constant diagram CU , for some U in U , then there
are i;j 2 N such that X Œi�

Œj �
is isomorphic to CU in C0.U ;A/, that is, all structure

maps for X Œi�
Œj �

are isomorphisms. To prove the claim, let f W CU Œi� ! XŒj � in
C0.U ;A/ represent an isomorphism Œf � W CU ! X in C.U ;A/, and let Œg� W X !
CU be an inverse of Œf � represented by g W X Œk�! CUŒl�. The composition gŒj � ı
f Œk� W CU ŒiCk�! CUŒjCl� is eŒjCl� ı eŒiCk� since gŒj � ı f Œk� represents the identity
1 D Œg�Œf � in C.U ;A/, and C0.U ;A/ ! C.U ;A/ is faithful. But eŒjCl� ı eŒiCk� W
CU ŒiCk�! CUŒjCl�, and thus gŒj �ıf Œk� is an isomorphism in C0.U ;A/. Therefore,
f Œk� has a retraction r with rf Œk� D 1. The projector 1�f Œk�r in C0.U ;A/ is zero in
C.U ;A/ because f Œk� is an isomorphism in C.U ;A/. Since the localization functor
C0.U ;A/! C.U ;A/ is faithful, 1� f Œk�r is already zero in C0.U ;A/, so that f Œk�

has to be an isomorphism in C0.U ;A/. It follows that U is extension closed in
C.U ;A/ since it is extension closed in C0.U ;A/, and the inclusion U � C.U ;A/
preserves and detects conflations.
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Now we check the s-filtering conditions 8.1 (a) – (d). For every object X of
C0.U ;A/, the structure maps of X define a map C.X0/! X such that every map
C.U /! X in C0.U ;A/ factors (uniquely) through C.X0/ ! X . By property 9.1
(b), there is a k 2 N such that the map C.X0/! X Œk� is an inflation in C0.U ;A/.
Therefore, a map Œf � W C.U /!X in C.U ;A/ represented by f W C.U /Œi�! XŒj � in
C0.U ;A/ factors through the inflation C.Xj /� X

Œk�

Œj �
, for some k, representing the

inflation C.Xj /� X in C.U ;A/. This shows 8.1 (a). Part (b) is dual, and we omit
the proof.

For part (c), let X � C.U / be a deflation in C.U ;A/ with constant target.
Changing X and C.U / up to isomorphism in C.U ;A/ (and truncating the diagram
X if necessary), we can assume X � C.U / to be a deflation in C0.U ;A/. But then
the composition C.X0/!X ! C.U / is a deflation in U , and the map C.X0/! X

is an inflation in C.U ;A/, as we have already seen. This shows (c). Part (d) is dual
and we omit the proof.

Lemma 9.4 Let A � U be a fully exact inclusion of exact categories. Then
the induced functor C.A;A/ ! C.U ;A/ yields an equivalence of quotient exact
categories

C.A;A/=A �! C.U ;A/=U :

Proof: We define the inverse of the functor in the lemma in several steps. First,
we construct a functor C0.U ;A/ ! C.U ;A/ with image in the full subcategory
C.A;A/ � C.U ;A/. To do so, recall that for an object U of C0.U ;A/, there is an
integer kU 2 N such that the canonical map C.U0/ � U Œk� is an inflation with
cokernel in C0.A;A/ for all k � kU . If l � k then the canonical map "Œk�l � W
U Œl�=C.U0/! U Œk�=C.U0/, induced by eŒk�l �, is an isomorphism in C.U ;A/, and
hence in C.A;A/, since in the map of exact sequences in C.U ;A/

C.U0/ U Œl�

eŒl�k�

U Œl�=C.U0/

"Œl�k�

C.U0/ U Œk� U Œk�=C.U0/

the left two vertical maps are isomorphisms. In order to construct the functor
C0.U ;A/! C.U ;A/, choose, for every object U of C0.U ;A/, an integer kU 2N as
above. The functor we wish to construct sends an object U of C0.U ;A/ to the object
U ŒkU �=C.U0/ of C.U ;A/ and a map f W U ! V in C0.U ;A/ to the composition
"Œm�kV � ı f Œm� ı ."Œm�kU �/�1, where m is any integer m � kU ;kV . The functor
has image in the full subcategory C.A;A/ � C.U ;A/ so that we obtain a functor
C0.U ;A/ ! C.A;A/ W U 7! U ŒkU �=C.U0/. It preserves exact sequences, since a
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conflation U � V �W in C0.U ;A/ is sent (up to isomorphism) to the conflation
U Œk�=C.U0/� V Œk�=C.V0/�W Œk�=C.W0/ in C.A;A/, where k � kU ;kV ;kW .

Composition with the localization functor C.A;A/! C.A;A/=A yields a well-
defined exact functor C0.U ;A/ ! C.A;A/=A W U 7! U ŒkU �=C.U0/. For every
object U of C0.U ;A/, this functor sends the canonical maps eŒk�.U / and eŒk�.U /
to isomorphisms in C.A;A/=A. This is clear for the maps eŒk�.U /. The image of
the map eŒk� W U ! UŒk� under this functor is, up to isomorphism, the composition
U Œl�=C.U0/! U

Œl�

Œk�
=C.U0/ � U

Œl�

Œk�
=C.Uk/ for l � kU ;kUŒk�

. In this composition,
the first map is an isomorphism in C.U ;A/ (and hence in C.A;A/) as it is the
cokernel of the map of morphisms from id W C.U0/! C.U0/ to eŒk� W U Œl�! U

Œl�

Œk�
,

and the second map is a deflation with kernel Uk=U0 in A, hence an isomorphism
in C.A;A/=A. Therefore, the maps eŒk�, eŒk� are sent to isomorphisms, so that we
obtain a well-defined exact functor C.U ;A/ ! C.A;A/=A. Clearly, this functor
sends U � C.U ;A/ to zero in C.A;A/=A so that we have an induced exact functor
C.U ;A/=U ! C.A;A/=A. This functor is inverse to the functor of the lemma.

Lemma 9.5 Let A be an exact category with duality. There is a non-singular exact
form functor T W C.A;A/! C.A;A/ and an isometry of form functors

id ? T Š T:

Proof: We define a functor Œ�1� W C0.A;A/! C0.A;A/. It sends AD .A�
a! A�/

to AŒ�1� D .A�Œ�1� aŒ�1�! A�Œ�1�/, where for i;j � 1, we set .AŒ�1�/i D Ai�1,
AŒ�1�i D Ai�1 and aŒ�1�i;j D ai�1;j�1 and AŒ�1�0 D AŒ�1�0 D 0. Note that the
functor Œ�1� is exact and duality preserving. We write Œ�l� for the l-th iteration
Œ�1�l of Œ�1�. Let T W C0.A;A/! C0.A;A/ be the duality preserving exact functor

T D
M
l�0

Œ�l� WA 7!
M
l�0

AŒ�l�:

The functor makes sense, since for every i 2 N, the sums .
L
l�0AŒ�l�/i and

.
L
l�0AŒ�l�/i are finite. Note that we have an isometry of duality preserving

functors id ? T Œ�1�Š T .
In order to see that T induces a functor C.A;A/! C.A;A/, we have to check

that the maps T .eŒ1�.A// and T .eŒ1�.A// are isomorphisms in C.A;A/ for every
object A of C0.A;A/. For l 2N, we define a natural transformation ˛lA W AŒ�l�Œ1�!
AŒ1�Œ�l�, A 2 C0.A;A/, which is the identity at all . /i and . /i spots except at the
. /l�1-spot where it is (necessarily) the zero map. One checks that

eŒ1�.AŒ�l�/D .eŒ1�.A//Œ�l�ı˛lA; and eŒ1�.AŒ1�Œ�l�/D ˛lA ı ..eŒ1�.A//Œ�l�/Œ1�:
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The natural transformations ˛lA assemble to a natural transformation˛ADL
l�0˛lA W

.TA/Œ1�! T .AŒ1�/ such that the following diagram commutes

TA T .AŒ1�/
T.eŒ1�/

.TA/Œ1�
eŒ1�

˛A

.T .AŒ1�//Œ1�:
.T .eŒ1�//Œ1�

eŒ1�

In the diagram, the diagonal maps are isomorphisms in C.A;A/. It follows that
T .eŒ1�.A// is an isomorphism in C.A;A/ for all objects A of C0.A;A/. Similarly,
the maps T .eŒ1�.A// are isomorphisms in C.A;A/. Therefore, the duality preserving
exact functor T induces a duality preserving exact functor T W C.A;A/! C.A;A/.

The diagram of functors and natural transformations in C0.A;A/

id D Œ�1�Œ1�
Œ1�

eŒ1�

Œ�1�Œ1�eŒ1�

eŒ1�

Œ�1�Œ1� Œ�1�eŒ1�

commutes and induces an isometry Œ�1�! id of form functors C.A;A/! C.A;A/.
Thus we have an isometry of form functors T Œ�1� Š T which transforms the
isometry id ? T Œ�1�Š T into an isometry id ? T Š T .

Corollary 9.6 For any exact category with duality A, the cone category C.A;A/
has contractible Qh- and Grothendieck-Witt spaces:

QhC.A;A/' �; and GW.C.A;A//' �
Proof: The isometry of form functors id ? T Š T of lemma 9.5 induces a
homotopy between the induced maps of id ? T and T on Qh and Grothendieck-
Witt spaces. Since QhC.A;A/ and GW.C.A;A// are H -groups under orthogonal
sum ?, this implies that the identity maps of QhC.A;A/ and GW.C.A;A// are
null-homotopic.

Putting everything together, we obtain the main result of this section.

Theorem 9.7 Let A� U be a duality preserving fully exact inclusion of idempotent
complete exact categories with duality. Then the commutative square

A U

C.A;A/ C.U ;A/
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induces homotopy cartesian squares of Qh-constructions and Grothendieck-Witt
spaces with contractible lower left corner.

Proof: This follows from theorem 8.2 (corollary 8.18 for the case of Grothendieck-
Witt spaces), lemma 9.4, and corollary 9.6.

Remark 9.8 The maps QhU !QhC.U ;A/ and GW.U/!GW.C.U ;A// need not
be surjective on �0.

Remark 9.9 If A � U is s-filtering, functoriality of the cone construction yields
a functor C.U ;A/ ! C.U=A;0/ Š U=A which induces isomorphisms of higher
Grothendieck-Witt groups GWi .C.U ;A//ŠGWi .U=A/ for i � 1, by theorems 9.7
and 8.2. I believe that this is also an isomorphism in degree 0, but I haven’t checked
it.

Definition 9.10 For an idempotent complete exact category with duality A, we
define the exact category with duality

SAD C.A;A/=A

and call it the (hermitian) suspension of A.

Theorem 9.11 Let A be an idempotent complete exact category with duality. Then
there are homotopy equivalences

GW.A/'�GW.SA/ and jQhAj '�jQhSAj:
Proof: This follows from theorem 8.2, corollary 8.18 and corollary 9.6.

Remark 9.12 The idempotent completion map �GW.SA/ ! �GW.eSA/ is an
equivalence, by cofinality (theorem 5.2), so that we can iterate, and we obtain an
�-spectrum for A an idempotent complete exact category with duality

fGW.A/;GW.eSA/;GW.eS2A/;GW.eS3A/;:::g:
The spectrum is non-connective, in general, since for A D HE , it represents non-
connective algebraic K-theory of E , see [Sch04a], [Sch06].

In contrast, the idempotent completion map �jQh.SA/j ! �jQh.eSA/j is
not an isomorphism on �0, in general, see theorem 5.1. Therefore, the resulting
spectrum

fjQh.A/j;jQh.eSA/j;jQh.eS2A/j;jQh.eS3A/j;:::g
is not an �-spectrum, in general. This happens, for instance, when A is the
hyperbolic category HE associated with an exact category E which has non-trivial
negative K-groups.
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